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.LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS

BANK

RATIONAL

Department, Cheek, Savings

ami Safe Deposit, the Biirrill National Bank
offers you as a new customer every facility
for the transaction of your business.
same

In

rendered to more
satisfied customers.

than two thousand
Call or write for particulars—your
will be welcome.

MAILS

CLOSE

Going West—10.10
Going East—6.15 a

practice meeting will be
lodge opens.

Incomt! Tax Heturns must be tiled with the
fore March 15.

before

beHl

new

lines to

been

carrying.

the stock

of

goods he has

The reception

to the junior class given
the seniors of the high school at Hancock hall last Friday evening was a delightful social affair. Higgins’ orchestra

5.50 p m.
3.55 p m.

a m;

furnished music.

on or

be-

We have also had printed for distribution a “Digest of the 1918
Federal War Revenue Law,” which we think will be useful to the
income tax payer.

by

AT POSTOFPICB

government

We have a limited supply of Income Tax Returns, form 1040 A, to
be used by individuals whose net income for the year 1018 was not
more than #5,00(100 and shall be pleased to furnish them while they
last to parties who have not received their blanks.

C. Stratton and son Harold returned
Monday from a business trip to New
York. Mr. Stratton has added several
H.

Days.

m:

INCOME TAXES

is desired.

A full attendance

A

From West—6 47 a m; 4.31 p m.
From East—11.11, a nr, 6.24 pm.

inquiry

Sheriff Wescott received word Monday
arrival in Netir York of his sisier,
Miss Alice M. Wescott of Bluehill, after
two years’ oversea service as a Red Cross

candidates.

MAILS RFC HIVED.

Week

theatre.

Lejok lodge, 1. O. O. F., will work the
degrees Friday evening on several

effect* Nov. 11, 1918.

now

Bijuii picture

the

No. 10.

I

iaoumisfmnu0.

second

SCHEDULE OP MAILS

careful, painstaking attention,

strictly confidential,

ENTERED A8 SECOND-CLASS MATTER
AT TJiG ELLSWORTH POSTOFFIOB.

nurse.

AT ELLSWORTH P08T0FFICK.

The

I

of the

Sheriff’s sale
W rit of attachment
J A Haynes— Grocer
Insurance statements
Hi Ivy <fc Li nueh an— Garage
Alice M Hooper—Help wanted
G W Alley—Refrigerator for sale
Petition for discharge of mortgage
Donovan's restaurant—Girl wanted
P CAW H Scott—Corner news store
Blurhill;
Geo Mason— Sunkist oranges

LSWORTH, MAINE
In every

WEEK

formerly occupied by

|

1919.

We shall be pleased to furnish these on request. In any other
way we will gladly render any assistance which may be possible in
aiding our friends and patrons in filing their returns.

%

C. & W. H. Scott opened their new
confectionery and tobacco store at the
F.

Registered mail should be
hour before rfiatJ closes.

at

postofflce half

an

of

corner

Main

Saturday.

VTKATHtK IN ELLSWORTH.

and

The

State

store

streets

is

last

1 Union IfeusT Company

attractively

furnished and stocked.
Week

F

Ending at Midnight
M li. 2a, liMi).

Tuesday,

pkg., 2as

Quaker Oats,
Large

package and

vic.irt

rn

Large can’-* and excel eut

|

a

•

CasK

Circle
S

ana tft*t tut*

-A.

cmd

low

at any

price

1 ft

lb., 28c
iisii

buy this grade

Climax Tea,

the Be<it

spot

r

can’t

a

Floating Tol'et So-tp
It

weigh*, best quality milk

price

now

Pekoe Tea,
lb. pkg, 40c
Orange
It's
fur this

bar, Es

[• Soft's Shortening,

„

We

quVi’y

W!iit8 Ribbon Scan,
A

e

can, 17c

Tomatoes,

Bee Brand

lib full

ccn, 13s

packed Maine sty

jj

0311,150 |
Pure Barbados Molasses, gal., $1.00 [

goods

pew

My Favorite Srar.i Corn,

I

Northfieid Brand, Evaporated Milk,

w

grant- tea

Tth

lb, 40c
more

(R) brand substitute, lb, 32c

We m-tke this red <eti‘it if
u. in

m

thrs*- low

you

buy

!o bulk

s

f

ft

|

|
fl

prim*.

Carry” Grocer,

_

4

1?

a m

Wed
37Thurs 86
Fri
35
Sat
28—
Mon
16Tues
Average

The

day

forenoon afternoon
snow,fair
fair
fair
cloudy-

in

S5—
3C—

72

Ellsworth

Albany,

Y.,

ander,

before

opening

her Hancock

Point

cottage.
Mrs. F. E. Si Ivy and Mrs. J. S. Donovan
will open a millinery shop about April 10.
in the store in the Donovan building re-

3J—

Boston.
fair

40—

fair
fair

Monday evening

club

will

meet

next

Mrs. O. VV. Taplev.

with

They
trip to

Mayor Hagerthy suggests a reception,
bartquet and hall in honor of Ellsworth’s

temperature for February 26 4

Literature

since

holidays, arrived Monday for a few'
with her sister, Mrs. W. A. Alex-

weeks

cently

woman’s club will meet next TuesMrs. G. F. Newman.

Fred

daughter

N.

vacated bv David Friend.
will leave this month on a business

29—

with

The

the

in

42—

Fred Sluder and wife of Brooklyn, N.
Y., are visiting in Ellsworth.

HAVN S S

-

taken at the powei
iFrom observations
^tniion of the bar Hurl or & Union K1vei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
giv< n in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.j
Weather
Precipconditions
itation
Tempernture

of £ ll sworth,Maine

Mrs. George H. Grant, who has been
with her

Parker, who ha* been in naval
Fort Wood, New York harbor,

service at

returning soldiers, and says he will be responsible for the expense. Plans for such
recognition for the men of the service will
soon

be

foot.

on

Another

change in the teaching force nt

the

high school has been made this week,
Dennett of Bangor succeeding
Miss Eleanor Clarke, teacher of English
and history, who resigned to accept a

Telephones: Office,

Mrs. (J. D.

position

in

.

GARAGE

.

AGENTS FOR

—

.

t he lire in the Odd Fellows block six weeks

reopened last Thursday evening.
The many frit.uds of Mrs. George Corneail and daughter Anuie are glad to see

—

ago,

Overland and Chevrolet Cars
Cleveland Tractor

Sanford Motor Truck
All Kinds of

Repair

Painting

Work and

Also Dealers in Second-hand Cars.
Cars
One

offered at

now

them out

:

Two Overland go’s

Pour-Ninety Chevrolet

Two Ford Touring Cars

after

a

Drummey, carrier on R. F. D.
1,-is spending a vacation of two weeks in
Boston. Harry L. Wbeelden is substituting for him.

Eastport.

roll call of Irene

garage,

TELEPHONE 128

in

and
the

a

painting plant

chapter,

complete
to

their

large building at the rear,

3r.hrri!ennrota

Eat-me-in-the-dark Winesap Apples
are

Earth)

was

was

to

Address:

Care of AMERICAN
be away

about

three

week"

During my absence, r>pa r work sent
be
to Ellsworth. 115 Oak St., will
promptly attended to as usual.

Edward H. Baker
GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST
140-11

Telephone
A.

119

F"ir©, Marine

Because it makes
my breakfast
taste better!”
Countless little taete-nerves
have been cleansed of the stale
secretions which make the
mouth hot and sticky. Take
home a tube today.

THOMPSON

(VIA IISI STREET

and Automobile Insurance

OF

C. C. BURRILL

&

SON

—Established 1807—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
l

resulting

some

of the

Suitable for market or store; display front
six windows, brass hinges and
galvanized meat hooks

leading companies of

this and foreign countre

Pharmacy
Post Office

Cor. opp. the
Mail Orders

a

Specialty

does look funny peering

THE

OPTOMETRIST
Talking: Machines
ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Victor and Edison

and Recharging
A. R. ROYAL
68 State St., next Court

NURSE

popular

In

the

After

the

gratifying

to

9I FRVNKLIN ST..

many friends of Mr.
that the affair was a

Cooke to know
financial

Bannock of Green Lake

absenting five children from school,

pleaded not guilty,
guilty, and the case
seutence.

Mr.

that be lived

travelling

County Nursery & Seed Co.
Maine

Surry,

HELP WANTED

Kitchen Girl at

At Alice M. Hooper’s

DONOVAN’S

Dressmaking Rooms

Blue Front Restaurant

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

I

wre

was

was too

from

adjudged

defence

the

hard tor

th

children, and
to send

former

of

secret service
On

Periodicals and

Stationery,

School

Supplies,

Cigars, Ice Cream, Soda Water and

Confectionery,

pastor of the Baptist
located iu New Mat-

SCOTT, Proprietors

Samoset Chocolates

now'

a

at

position
naval

of trust

in

headquarters

—

TO-DAY

—

Vanilla, Chocolate and Walnut Ice Cream

tbt
in

furlough he yisitec
his birthplace in Scotland, s.ept in the
a

Newspapers,

Rev. David

araoras, O., were interested in a lettter received from him recently, iu which be
tells of a visit of his son Alexander to hi
birthplace in Scotland. Ensign A. C. Kerr

filling

F. C. & W. H.

them.

Tobacco and

Ellsworth

church here but

Main and State Streets

was

school,

passed.
in

THE CORNER NEWS STORE

(fe

children when
they were not ill, but reserved to himself
the right to determine when they were ill.
Unless be makes an effort to send the children, he w ill be recalled into court and

London.

Hancock

WANTED

continued for

Bannock’s
mile

a

but
was

he could not spare a team
He promised to send the

has been

ELLSWORTH

success.

arraigned in the Ellsworth municipal
court yesterday,
on
complaint of the
truant officer oi Dedham, charged with

a

Let us fill your orders for garden seedsk
such as Beets. Turnips. Parsnips, Carrots!
Cucumbers Squash and Citron. All in Packaees at 5c each; none sold in bulk this spring.
Our seeds have all been tested.
St. Regis
raspberry bushes at 45c per doz.; #1.50 per
100; apple trees, 2 years old, 3 to 4*t> feet high,
at 10c each; all iu limited numbers
We shall
sell at these prices as long as our stock lasts.
Mail orders promptly attended to. Address

Telephone i(9-3

really

the

LOOK

Miss M. Elizabeth Googins

first

museum.
shown in
and

KIlBwortb

the

testi-

a

House.

INVISIBLE BIFOCALS

E. F. ROBINSON

G. W. ALLEY

by

over

IfPYPTOir
11 GLASSES XV.

of

Also Furniture and Violins

pretty and entertaining. Costumes for
nearly all were procured in Boston. Dancing followed the entertainment. It it

Kerr,

Moore’s

HARTFORD, CONN.

as

the

Goose

Friends

^he E:civ-ii't«fc>l©
Fire and Marine Insurance Oo.

funnyft
his reading glasses when he wants to
see more than a few feet away. Does
this affect you ? The answer is

Salisbury
REFRIGERATOR

The entertainment

amusing.

each.

on

sentence

Representing

—_

hall.

and

Charles P.

R. B. H.,

TAon't move, daddy,
you look so'

Daddy

One A. D.

and

attendance at

rhymes were
tableaux, artistically posed,

DoIUse
Klenzo?

J.

large

a

unique

Mother

“Why

u

151 Main Street

for the construction

Monday"evening
Fred E
Cooke,

hall

lecture

ACCOUNTS INSTALLED, KEPT OR AUDITED

in

For Sale at ALLEY’S

part, the museum freaks made famous by
P. T. Barnutn
were
depicted by local
artists
(?) while Mr. Cooke himas
“Prof.
self,
Bluffe,” delivered the

i, wishes several small sets of books

superintendent

Batteries Stored for Winter and
Given 1'roper Care

monial

ACCOUNTANT

assistant

school.

testimony tended to show that the fishing
at this lake had deteriorated greatly since
the old screen was destroyed a few years

janitor of the

BLUEHILL,

Kerr

xUrticttistmcn®.

the resolve

on

now

high

Mrs.

educated.

David, it will be rememThe daughter
summer.

Storage Battery Repairing

cock

MAINE

will

Mary is
the

was

older son,
died last

an

bered,

entertainment and dance given at Han-

cheaper—10c Quart

I

burgh where he
and

a

There

GEORGE MASON

Available April

fisheries

ago. The prospect for favorable action
the legislature seems encouraging.

ALSO

Peanuts

inland

on

Augusta last week,

the

and

suitable fish screen at the outlet ol
Green lake. Bangor men interested, and
Supt. Race of the Green lake fish hatchery,
appeared before the committee. Theii
of

(DIRECT FROM CALIFORNIA)

on

game at

child, visited the

ns a

grandparents

his

of

cemetery where they now tie, and also
the church where bis father was ordained
and w here he preached until coming to,
America in 1898, and the college in Edin-

hearing before the legisla-

tive committee

bed he slept in

church

Mrs. Assunta Luchini received

appropriating fl,000

SWEET SUNK1ST ORANGES
(Best

same

letter from

was a

144

....

Officers of Blanquefort
commandry,
Knights Templar, will be installed this
evening by Past Commander J. A. Haynes,
assisted by Past Commander Joseph W.
Nealley. There \* ill be a banquet at 6.30,
installation at 8, with a musical program,
followed by dancing. Wives, unmarried
daughters and minor sons of Knights
will be guests.

There

Residence,

—

(TAPLEY BUILDING)
MAINE
ELLSWORTH,
When thinking of insuring your property

a delayed
Italy to-day, informing her of
0. E. 8., w'lll be held Friday evening.
the death of her mother, Mrs. Anina
The degree will be conferred on a canKigali, on Jan,25, at Fornaci, province o(
didate. Supper will be served at 6.30.
Toscana, Italy. Mrs. Kigali was eighty
H. W. Dunn returned home Tuesday years old, and is survived
by two daughfrom a two weeks’ business and pleasure
ters, Mrs. Mary Bernardini of Fornaci,
trip to Massachusetts and Providence, R. Italy, and Mrs. Luchini of this city,,
1.
Mrs. Dunn remained for a longer and two
sons, John and Albert Kigali
visit.
of Granville, N. Y.

repairing

Day and Night

Anto Service

of

Chandler

Silvv & Linnehan have added

E3T Public

attack

severe

influenza.

The annual

Second-hand

Bargains

again,

CALL ON

w. TAPLEY

o

Services at the Methodist church next
Morning
The senior class of the high school will Sunday, March 9, as follows:
give a social at the high school building worship at 10.30, Master Julius Young as
minute man. Sermon by the pastor, jjant xi Friday evening.
triotic service at 7 30.
Wesley Sowle, one
Maynard Strout has gone to Belfast, of our soldier
boys lately returned from
where he will be employed at the Maine
France, will be the speaker. The serCentral K. R. station.
vices will be in the audience room. All
The Bijou picture-theatre, closed since are invited.

.

—

General Insurance, Real Estate

has returned home.

SILVY & LINNEHAN, INC.

14

recent

HOT

LUNCHEONS

SERVED

Ill

2
Mutual

aiibcttiBnnntt#,

Canton, Ohio.—“X suffered from t
female trouble which caused me muct
suffering, and twc
__________

doctors

aeciuei

that 1 would have
to go through an
operation before 1

could get well.
44
My mother, who

had been helped by
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Com-

pound, advised me
to try it before sub-

mitting to an operation. It relieved me

--

■

iruni

iny

uvuuicb

so I can do my house work without any
difficulty. I advise any woman who is
afflicted with female troubles to give
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com-

pound a trial and it will do as much for
them.”—Mrs. Marie Boyd, 1421 5th

SL, N. E., Canton, Ohio.
Sometimes there are serious conditions where a hospital operation is the
only alternative, but on the other hand

this
many women have been cured by
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
after
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound,
doctors have said that an operation was
every woman who wants
necessary
to avoid an operation should give it a
fair trial before submitting to such a
trying ordeal.
If complications exist, write to Lyaia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
for advice. The result of many years
experience is at your service.
so

—

SWAN’S ISLAND.
C.

house of W. A.

bought

Holbrook

the

Stanley.

J. Freethy and wife have been keepfor Mrs. Bickmore, while she
was in Portland.
Mrs. Merton Bickrftore and Mrs I. W.
Stinson have been to Portland and HockW.

ing house

land fora week.
from

Mrs. Martin Kent has returned
Rockland, after spending a week
her daughter, Miss Marjory Kent.
F. F. Morse has

purchased

with

the schooner

Audrey and Theo from the Tainter heirs.
Capt. Nathan Osier of French boro will
go in her this

summer.

Mary Fogg,

BROOKLIN.

who has

been

visiting in

Mrs. John Well, who has been with her
parents, Isaac Bridges and wife, has returned to Lowell, Mass.
Delmont Carter has sold his house to

Cloason, who, after making some
will occupy it. Mr. Carter has
moved to the house which he recently
Lewib

repairs,

of Mrs. L. A.

Higgins.
B.

Feb. 24.
S ARGENT VLLLE.

Percy G. Sargent spent last week in
Bangor and Augusta.
of West
Brooksville
Seth Blodgett
spent last week in town.
Elnathan and Wallace Hinckley of
Milton, Mass., were home last week.
Richard Johnson and wife of Vanceboro
visiting Mrs. Johnson’s parents, F.
H. Harding and wife.
Mrs. Merle Walls of Providence, R. I.,

are

called home last week

to weave

Feb. 24.

IB-9

heard the
we first
that peace had come, and if
there are any who think that southern
people are in any way behind in a celebration, they should have been there.
We saw a great many cottonflelds with
whofe families, even to little children,
picking cotton, and in Virginia they were
marketing the tobacco crop, enough, it
would seem, to supply the whole country
with tobacco. The weather was fine and
we took three weeks for the journey.
I do not want to make my letter too
long, for we seera to be limited as to
letters
space. 1 always read the sisters’
next to the local news, and always find
them interesting.
With cordial greetings to all,
E. C. M.

bright and golden filling,
And to do God’s will with a ready heart.
And hands that are swift and willing.
threads
Than to snap the delicate, slender
Of our curious lives asunder.
ends.
And then blame heaven for the tangled
And sit and grieve and wonder.
—M. A. Kidder.

by .V. L. H.
Eden, Feb. 21,1919.

news

ful for.

quite

a

surprise to

learn you did not get away, but we are
influglad you have recovered from the

ally

We knew it

was

him.

in your town.

his

Jotham Buzzell has moved
St.

Petersburg, Fla.

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Ten years ago a fanner In northern
Wisconsin began to breed Goumseys
in a Holstein district. He now has a
fine herd and wonders why buyers
The reason is
never come his way.
that when buyers want Guernseys
they naturally go to a Guernsey district. As a rule, the breeders of punbred cattle already have learned this
The principle is as true of
lesson.
grades as of registered stock, but
many owners of grade cattle seem to
have overlooked It. All dairy breeds

George Springer has been ill the past
week. His son Irving has been driving for

prevailing generj

Dear M. B. Sisters:

family

Mary

from the E. 8. Coombs rent into

Particular Demand for Guernseys
in Holstein District—Breeders
Have Learned Lesson.

No

Carroll Dunn,
working
wamkeag, was at H. G. Worcester’s Sunday.

Ellis.
us

Or-

cutt’s house.

I have been much interested in the
chronicles which we have lately been
(avored with, (or in the days ol long ago
we had Chronicles in a paper in the Good
Templars lodge of which 1 had the honor
of being a member. I wonder it there
are Good Templar lodges in the Stale of
Maine now? 1 have not heard of any for
the
a
way, isn’t it
long while. By
wonderful what a wide circulation The
Ellsworth Americas has. There are
several families in this town who have j
it, and years ago, in far-away California,
I met a gentleman who had at one time
lived in Hancock county, who asked me
if I knew Aunt Madge. He had been
reading the M. B. column.
I should like to tell you, if I could, of
automobile from
our wonderful trip b'
Maine to Florida last fall, but 1 have not
the “pen of a ready writer.” I can say I
that we saw many interesting places. It j

A

home of Mr. and Mrs.

Maynard Hodgkins

Thomas Grindle and

wife

of Ellsworth

R.

H.

week.
and

Williams

have gone to Hyde’s
Williams has a weir.
Lewis Shuman

you cannot afford to bo

was

Charles

without »t»
the Boose Is Fourteen Ounces

That la the Safe

Keep It On Hand.
Tablets

or

COUNTY

other

NEW>

able

a

VV. B. Harrington came down last
from Ellsworth for a week with her
Foster.

Mrs.
week

Miss Ruth Gerrish is spending a few
days in Machias, where her parents have

employment..
H. G. Smallidge
from

Augusta last

week-end

made

trip

business

a

week, spending the

Joy

Gouldsboro,
France, was a rerecently
cent guest of his aunt, Mrs. E. N. BickLawrence

Al Welch, who was recently
out, has moved into Dr. Larrabee’s
house, the one Dr. Carcand vacated. Their
friends gave them a housewarming Thursday night. About fifty were present, the
evening was passed pleasantly.
C.
Mar. 3.

NORTH SULUVAN.
Sidney Havey, who has been very
ill, is improving.
Herbert Jellison and wife of Dorchester,
Mass., who have been visiting here, re*
Mrs.

home.

at

Private

enjoy-

an

burned

Miss Olive Tracy has returned from
visit in Bangor, Orono and Bar Harbor.

sou

refreshments, and spent

evening.

Capt.

WINTER HARBOR.

of

returned from

ford.

Mrs. E. H.

trip
calie 1

to

The

turned home
smelt

The

Friday.
fishermen

Tuesday evening

will

with music

a

ball

the

Jazz

give

by

band from Bar Harbor.
H.

boys of the basketball team of the
some good
are putting in
the town hall, with Irving

Dairy Owner? Can Improve Herds by
Using Pure-Bred Sires.
found In the same
neighborhood, and even on the same
farm several dairy breeds and all possible combinations of them are seen.
Perhaps one year a Holstein bull is
used, the next year a Jersey, and occasionally a bull of no particular
breed.
In a grade herd recently
studied there were Holsteins, Guernseys, Jerseys, Shorthorns and every
possible cross and mixture of these
breeds.
The owner admits that his
cattle do not sell to advantage, and
the reason is not hard to find.
The bull association encourages the
keeping of only one breed on the farms
of its members and the establishment
of that breed In the community.
are

manager.
have

enjoyed

taken

was

into

the

the

encampment

I. O. O. F.

Interesting services

w^ere

held at

the

Sunday afternoon by Evangelist
Kenton, with special music by T. P.

church

Fletcher and Miss Porter, who are assisting Miss Koch in her work here.
March 3.
Echo.

sometimes

KEEP ALL DAIRY COWS CLEAN
rect

‘Mother says WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR never misses.
I guess
that’s why they named it WILLIAM TELL. Things always
come out right, there isn’t any
waste, and it goes further.
Mother says WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR just saves itself.”
DAISY BAKEF

Contamination of Milk—Use
Soap and Water.

last

week

for

I'rann and Flossie Hancock
C.

that will include visits to relatives in

Itching piles provoke prof nity. but profanity won't remove them Doan's Ointme it
is recommended for ItcHuK- bleeding or
protruding piiea. 80c at any drug *torr.
—Advt.

W. Sumner celebrated his eightyj
first birthday Feb. 14. A few days previ- j
to that

he

physician,

the

ous
a

had occasion to

employ ;

first time in his life that

he has had medical treatment.

party of high school students, comprising the cast of “The College Man,”
A

accompanied by Principal Warren, went
to Steuben Friday evening,and were billed
for Built van Saturday evening, to present

CASTORIA
Fjr Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always

oears

the

Signature of

tbeir

play.
Feb. 28.

S.

RHEUMATISM

PROSPECr HARBOR.
J. B. Cole of Waterville has been here

a

Physician Believes

few

day a.
Elizabeth Coombs has gone
Franklin for a few weeks.
W. Colwell and wife have
Capt.
turned from a visit in Hancock.
G.

Dr. K. Wakefield and wife, and G.
Cleaves of Bar Harbor were called here
»cently by the illness of their father, E.

re-

P.
re-

W.

Cleaves.

“Dorothy Bfranscomb” Hamilton,

a

Jer-

sey mother belonging to A. Hamilton, ga\e
birth to twins last week. The babies h ve
received

as

many

visits

as

a

Genuine Remedy

tor tlie Disease Has Been Found

to

Mrs.

any other twin

Kheuma,

the

wonderful

rtoeui'-atisro

remedy sold by Chas E. Alexan ter and all
druggists, gives quicker an<^ nor" iMStimf

relief than other remedies co-ting many
times as much.
Kheuma passes the deadly po'sonous
secretions into tbe
bowels and kidneys
from which they are quickly thrown cff
in a natural, healthy way.
Head what a reputable physician *«>'»
al out Kheuma: “1 have made a most careful investigation of the formula * mployed
in the manufacture of Kheuma. *fd
recommend it as a rente-tv tor all

J

heartily

na i«r
form- ->i rhv um.tUMii.
1 find Bb
in advance of the methods gentrailv emof
rUentn-iism*
in
tbe
treatment
ployed
in composition
and altogether different
from the rein'dies usually
—Dr. M. C. Lvons.
This snould give any sufferer from rheumat am confidence to fry Rheums

prescribed.

j

j

HI write,” the great musician said,
“A gladsome hymn in praise.of bread
Of Town Talk Flour of choicest grain, „
And crowds shall sing the glad refrain.

*•

1

IMPROVEMENT ON SCRUB COW

Treatment in Winter.

WhlfNEY.

Misses Rena

went to Sullivan for the week-end.

a

(By P. K. HEERWAGEN. State AgriA pleasant birthday surprise was given
cultural College, Fort Collins, Colo.)
to W F. Bruce by a dozen or fifteen of his
Clean milk Is Impossible if the cows
friends, Monday night, when they met at
are not kept clean. Dirty udders and
his home, armed with a birthday cake and
thighs cause direct contamination of
the milk, for clinging dirt particles are
1
rubbed off into the milk by the milker.
The tall In switching will brush oft
particles from the thighs and flanks
The udder should be
into the pail.
brushed clean with a brush or clean
cloth previous to milking. It is advisable to wash off the flanks and thighs
occasionally with soup and water and
I it is recommended to wash the udder
| off every time previous to milking and
i dry thoroughly with a clean cloth.
I Some
dairymen keep hindquarters
clipped, which is a good practice, for
then these parts are easier kept clean.

Many Could Be Made Money Makers
by Right Kind of Feed and

Milled according toA
U. S. Food Regulation*9

summer

home at Lower Harbor.

Feb. 24.
left

babies.

FLOUR

BIRCH HARBOR.
C. H Bickford has moved to his

WT.

high school
practicing at
as

Norris

Ellsworth, Lynn, Mass., and Phillips.
Miss Ethel Lindsey of Ashville is at Mrs.
Norris’ while she is away.

Bancor

Dirty Udders and Thighs Cause Di-

IMYNLb &

Way.

Everywhere,

Sold

Liquid.

improving slowly.

Shuman

Hfcbrrtisnncnts

WHITCOMB,

which may bo

A Bottle of PE-RC-NA In
of Prevention,

Point, where Mr.

Thursday by the serious illn*ss of his sister. Mrs. Harry Bickmore, who is in the
E. M. Q. hospital.

of

GUARANTEED

1?„ud suffer"

is"a“rellable^e^o-Uk. ^med^

There

Workman of Prospect Harbor is with her aunt, Mrs. Jane Anthony.
Mrs. Anthony, who has been very ill, is

Falls visited their daughter, Mrs. Harry

Coombs, last

Orcutt

Will Stop that Cough

mucous

Mrs. Lena

Galen Orcutt and wife spent several days
recently at Bar Harbor, guests of Everett
Salisbury and family. While there, Mr.

KEMP’S BALSAM

to Inflammation of the
or any disorder due
membranes, I'E-Rl-’-NA

rheumatism,

boat, the Velma, he has sold
to Fred Rice of Birch Harbor.

by the teachers through
Penley. The grammar
school, taught by Miss Fraser, closed Friday.

Y.

'"^nr^lo'lns'0?lusca"

His former

Portland.

at

the efforts of Miss

McCarthy ia visiting her sister, Mrs. Bernice Salisbury.
A birthday surprise party was given
Walter Young Thursday evening.

For coughs, colds, nasal catarrh, back or
tlon, pains in the stomach, bowels,
belching ga,
vomiting headache, dizalness, sour stomach,

George Sargent recently purchased
new boat, the Martha, at Swan’s Island.

arrived at the

hot lunches served

Mrs. Fred

For Catarrh and Catarrhal

Mar. 3.

ten-pound boy recently

The school children

NORTH LAMOINE.

PE-RU-NA
Conditions

a

Urann

atrtimi&rnmiM,

proved right along.
“We keep all of Dr. Hartman’s
Remedies In the house and if we
We selare sick, we use them.
My son takes
dom call a doctor.
PE-RU-NA every Spring and Fall
for a tonic.’*

KEEPING ONLY OF ONE BREED

at Matta-

who Is

time I saw PR-RU-NA advertised
in an ajmanac.
“My boy was ther. eighteen
years old and sick in bed with
LaOrlppe, from which ho was not
expected to recover.
“Jn seven weeks from the time
he began to take PE-RU-NA, he
gained thirty-five pounds and im-

•«T>r Hartman treated my son
and cafor Systemic Catarrh
tarrh of the lame and small inhud
He
testines
many doctors
hut crew worse until he began
Every one
to take PE-RU-NA
but I E
gave my son up to dlo.
RL'-NA saved him.
with
catarrh
born
was
son
••My
of the stomach and at sixteen he
works.
was poisoned In a picture
They treated him for everything
We were
but he grew worse.
told to take him to the hospital
Being poor we
for treatment.
About that
could not do this.

association.
The educational work of each association makes the members alert to
prevent the introduction ad'spread of
The well-mandisease of any kind.
aged bull association requires that the
cattle of each member shall be tested
takes
and
tuberculosis
every
for
known precaution to prevent the introduction of Infectious abortion.

Dear Avnt Madge and M. B. Friends:
memI wish to thank you all and the
Thanks for this welcome letter. ies,
me those
bers who were so kind to send
I was ill at there are a number of Good Templar
Dice Utters and postal cards.
been
had
them.
They
1
cot
home when
in Maine. I, too, belonged to
the same lodges yet
sent by mistake to a patient of
The next time you write,
few
days, delay one for years.
after a
name, and
hosthe
at
please don’t feel that you must limit the
the
superintendent
I
extend
my length of
pital remailed them to me.
your letter.
in her
sincere sympathy to Aunt Maria
am
1
going to try to
bereavement.
RECIPES.
answer all letters and cards.
l was
Hermits—Two-thirds cup sugar, %
The day I planned to go away
at
home.
still
am
|
taken ill of influenza, so I
cup molasses, % cup shortening, % cup
The “flu’’ has brought so muc h distress, sour milk, V, cup nuts (may be omitted),
w-ake that it
sorrow and hardships in its
But things begin to % cup raisins, 1 egg, 1 teaspoon soda,
eeems appalling.
look brighter, and here's hoping that 1 teaspoon salt, flour enough to drop.
be in good health.
—Jasmine.
every one now will
We certainly have beautiful weather and
to all.
so much sunshine is very cheerful
WEST FRANK UN.
We have countless blessings to be thank-

the illness

When tiubberg Become Necei«ary
And your shoes pinch and corns and bnnions
aehe and pain, do as the soldiers do; shake
some Allen’s Foot-Ease in each shoe each
morning. It gives quick relief to tired, aching, swollen feet, prevents blisters and chafing of the shoe, and makes walking easvAllen's Foot-Ease is the greatest comfort
discovery of the age. Sold everywhere.

k

Tifton, Ga.,

in

wan

good

in the web of life

fc’iM.

March 3.

Bloomfield, N. J*

PRIVATE C W. BARKEB

(Prepared by (he United States Department of Agriculture.)
Co-operative bull associations play
a considerable part in combating disWhile unorganeases of dairy stock.
ised dairy farming operation*) have a
tendency to spread abortion, tuberculosis and other communicable diseases,
the policy of the bull associations
works in the opposite direction. For
example, an Iowa association will not
allow any of its members to receive
the benefits of the association until his
herd has been tested for tuberculosis
One
and all reactors eliminated.
farmer who did not dispose of the reactors after the tuberculin test was
applied was refused the use of bulls
until he complied with the rules of the

Ji'lf

A

Selected

Bull Associations Play Important Part
In Combating Ailments of Dairy
Cattle.

factors in building up the strength
of their children. Soott’s is a
source of nourishment and strength
that ought never be overlooked by the mother of Vsk
today who is anxious about
her fast-growing boy or girL *a3L,
Scott & Bownc,

The Motherof
this Gallant Soldier
Mrs. W. W. Barker, Box St
South Shaftsbury, Vermont, writes
• Pitiful Story of Childhood Suffering and
Tolls How Her Son Was Finally Brought to
Strong, Robust Manhood.

ERADICATING STOCK DISEASE

of the determining

was one

Is the hour before the dawning.
Better

I

scorn
EMULSION

hang low,
Better to hope though the clouds
And to keep the eyes still lifted;
through
For the sweet blue sky will soon peep
When the ominous clouds are rifted!
a
day,
There was never a night without
Oran evening without a morning.
And the darkest hour, as the proverb goes.

by
of her mother, Mrs. Phebe Hinckley.
was

and the right time to
begin to build up strong manhood is during the growing
period of childhood. Many
mothers remember, with keen
satisfaction, the days when

of life.
There is many a rest in the road
it.
If we only would stop to take
land.
And many a tune from the better
would wake it:
(If the querulous heart
of hope.
To the sunny soul that is full
failetb,
And whose beautiful trust neer
are bright.
flowers
The tfrass is green and the
wind
prevaileth.
Though the wintry

enza.

Brooksville, is home.

The Nation needs strong
men

THB BRIGHT SIDE.

You have given
WEST

Strong Mon

are suoclnc’ y
The purpose, of this column
Is for the mutual
stated In the title and motto—It
and hopeful
henedt, and alms to be helpful
It la fol the com
Being for the common good,
a
purveyor of In
mon use—a public servant,
lor the to
formation and suggestion, a medium
It solicits
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity
aommunlcatlons, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect
the name of
munications must be signed, but
writer will not be printed except by permission
or
Communications will be subject to approval
but none
rejection by the editor of the column, Address
will be rejected without good reason
all communications to
The American.
Ellsworth, Me.

S.

March 3.

purchased

“AUNT MADOE”.

"Helpful and Hopeful.’

Motto:

NEWS

COUNTY
A. Burns has

lit

atmcrUanurntS-

Benefit Coluum.

EDITED BY

HOW MRS. BOYD
AVOIDED AN
OPERATION

niTiA.Ma

(Prepared by the United states Depart
meat of Agri
ure.)
Many so-called scrub cows. If freshened in the fall and given the right
j kind of feed and treatment during the
winter before coming on grass for the
latter part of their lactation period,
would prove to be money makers. This
; seems to be supported fully by records of cow-testing associations.

|

—

Milled

on

Honor—Ideal for

Every Baking

SHAtiiistmmUS.

3T?bcrttBcrum#.
Crons may be called on to assist. As
to this phase of the wort Surgeon General Ireland of the U. 8. Army recently said: ‘The Red Cross has been an
enterprise as vast as the war Itself.
From the beginning It has done those
things which the Army Medl-al Corps
wanted done, but could not do Itself.’
“The Red Cross endeavor In France
has naturally been upon an exceptionYou don’t have to rub It In
ally large scale where service has
to get quick, comfortbeen rendered to the American Army
and to the French Army and the
ing relief
French people as well, the latter particularly during the trying period
Once you’ve tried it on that stiff
when the Allied World was waiting
Joint, sore muscle, sciatic pain, rheufor the American Army to arise In
matic
twinge, lame back, you'll find
force and power. Hospital emergency
a
warm, soothing relief you never
service for our army In France has
thought a liniment could produce.
greatly diminished, but the Red Cross
Won't stain the skin, leaves no muss,
Is still being called upon for service
■wastes no time in applying, sure to
upon a large scale In the great base
A large bottle
'Rive quick results.
hospitals, where thousands of Amerimeans economy.
Your own or any
can sick and wounded are still receivother druggist has it. Get it today.
ing attention. At these hospitals the
Red Cross supplies huts and facilities
for the amusement and recreation of
the men as they become convalescent
Our Army of Occupation In Germany
ILills Pain
was followed with Uedical units
prepared to render the same emergency
80 ctfl, 60 ct8, $1.20,
aid and supply service which was the
primary business of the Red Cross
during hostilities. The Army Canteen will have a apeclal function to
perform.
service along the lines of travel has
“Nothing could be of greater Importance to tha American Red Cross than
actually Increased since the armistice
"As for work among the French peo
the plnns Just set In motion by the five
pie, now that hostilities have ceased
great Red Cross societies of the world
the French themselves naturally preto develop a program of extended acfer as far as possible to provide for
tivities In the Interest of humanity.
The conception Involves not alone eftheir own. It has accordingly been deforts to relieve human suffering, bnt
termined that the guiding principle of
to prevent It; not alone a movement
Red Cross policy In France henceforth
shall be to have punctilious regard to
by the people of an Individual nation,
but an attempt to arouse all people to
Its every responsibility, but to direct
a sense of their responsibility for the
Its
efforts
primarily to assisting
French relief societies. The liberated
welfare of their fellow belngR throughand devastated regions of France have
out the world.
It Is' a program both
ideal and practical. Ideal In that Its
been divided by the government Into
small districts, each officially assigned
supreme aim Is nothing less than veritable "Peace on earth good will to
to a designated French relief organisation.
men," and practical In that It seeks to
take means and measures which are
“The American Red Cross work In
France was Initiated by a commission
actually available and make them effective In meeting without delay the
of eighteen men who landed on French
crisis which Is dally recurrent In the
shores June 13, 191T.
Since then
lives of all peoples.
some 9,000 persons hare been upon the
-ror accompusning
its mission m
rolls In France, of whom 7,000 were
actlrely engaged when the armistice the years of peace which must lie
ahead of us the Red Cross will require
was signed.
An indication of the presthe ablest possible leadership, and
ent scale of the work will be obtained
must enjoy the continued support, symfrom the fact that the services of 8,000
pathy, and participation In Its work
persons are still required.
of the whole American people.
“Our American Expeditionary Force
It Is
having largely evacuated England, the particularly fortunate that such a man
as Dr. Livingston Farrand should have
activities of the Red Cross Commisbeen selected as the permanent head
sion there are naturally upon a diminishing scale period. Active operations of the organization. The unstinted
fashion In which ah our people gave
are still In progress In Archangel and
of themselves throughout the war Is
8lber!a.
the best assurance that our Red Cross
“The work In Italy has been almost
entirely on behalf of the civilian pop- will continue to receive that co-operation which will make Its work a source
ulation of that country. In the critical
of pride and Inspiration to every Amerhours of Italy's struggle the American
people, through their Bed Cross, sent ican."
Mr. Davison, as chairman of the Ina practical message of sympathy and
relief, for which the government and ternational Commission of the Ameri
people of Italy have never ceased to can Red Cross, has undertaken to represent the American Red Cross In the
express their gratitude.
of the program for extend
Supplies and Personnel to Near East preparation
ed Red Cross activities, and will spend
“The occasion for such concentrathe next several months In Europe In
tion of effort In Italy, England, Belconsultation with other Red Cross socl
gium and even In France having natursties for that purpose.
ally and normally diminished. It has
THE WAR COUNCIL OF THE AMER
been possible to divert supplies and
ICAN RED CROSS.
personnel In large measure to the aid
Henry P. Davison, Chairman.
of those people In the Near East who
have hitherto been Inaccessible to outside assistance, but whose sufferings
have been upon an appalling scale.
The needs of these peoples are so vast
that government alone can meet them,
bat the American Red Cross Is making
an effort to relieve Immediately the
more acute distress.
"An extensive group of American
Will Provide Funds Needed
workers has been dispatched to carry
Peace and ReconFinance
to
work
and
to
needed
vitally
supplies,
struction Work.
this winter In the various Balkan countries. In order to co-ordinate their acThe dollars of the United States
tivities, a Balkan commission has been
established, with
headquarters at supplied largely through four great
of tremendous
Rome, Italy, from which point alone Liberty Loans were
power In helping win the world war.
all the Balkan centers can be reached
Through the forces they added to
promptly.
the fighting strength of the Allies,
“A commission has Just reached Pothey tipped the balance of power
land with doctors and nurses, medical
for victory and
supplies, and food for sick children against the Germans
peace.
and Invalids. An American Red Cross
The fighting men and the fighting
Commission has also been appointed
ships, the guns, the food, and $7,000,to aid In relieving the suffering of Rus000,000 of loans to the Allies gave the
sian prisoners still confined In German
momentum needed to hurl upon the
prison camps.
Germans the avalanche that finally
“An Important commission Is still
to defeat and deworking In Palestine. Through the swept them back
civilization.
war
special co-operation has been stroyed their menace to
TTie four loans from the American
given to the Armenian and Syrian Repeople, by the American people, and
lief Commission, which was the only
for the American people, brought final
agency able to carry relief In the Invictory.
terior of Turkish dominions.
But there remains a great chapter
Mea urou will continue.
to be brought out and finished.
“Red Cross effort Is thus far flung.
To provide funds for this is the
But the
It will continue to be so.
purpose and need of the Fifth Loan
movement represented by this work
the VICTORIOUS FIFTH.
has likewise assumed an intimate place
It will furnish means to the Governtn the dally life of our people at home.
ment of this country to do its part
The army of workers which has been
in the tremendous work of concluding
recruited and trained during the war
All our expeace, in restoration and reconstrucmust not be demobilised.
perience In the war shows clearly that tion.
It is needed for the enormous dethere Is an unlimited field for service
mands created in the work of bringing
of the kind which can be performed
them
our men home and in restoring
with peculiar effectiveness by the Red
to their own places in the life of the
Cross. What Its future tasks may be
nation.
We
it Is yet Impossible to forecast
It will Insure effective provision for
know that so long as there Is an AmerIt
the call of prosperity and peace.
ican army In the field the Red Cross
will guard the interests of the United
States commercially at home and
SbfacTtiwnunta.
abroad, for the present and for the

atotmtiannenta,

GET SLOAN’S FOR PAY AND FILE
YOUR PAIN RELIEF INCOME TAX

preTented by "Frall-a-tlies”
Tbe Wonderful Fruit Medicine

58 Maisonnkcyk St., Hill.
irj„ my opinion, no other medicine
for
as ‘Fruit-a-tives’
b jo good
and Constipation.
JudJfostion
por years, I suffered with these
^reaileJ diseases, trying all kinds of
until I was told X was

freatments
Incurable.

friend told me to try
(,„e day
•fruit-a-tives’ (or Fruit Liver
TcbUb). To my surprise, I found
a

immediate relief,
this medicine gave
all right
and in a short time I was
DOXAT LALOXDE
trial siae 25c.
50e abort, 6 for $2.50,
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES

N. Y,
limited, (XJDENSBURG,

{ED GROSS GIFTS

$400,000,000
AnWar Council on Retirement
nounces Cash and

Supplies

Contributed.

WORKERS WILL “CARRY

ON.”

WorM Wldo Plan.
FW» Big Soelotlsa in
H p. Davison Hands International

Dr. Livingston

Commission.

CrOM

Rod

American

Farrand

Lsadsr of Pmm

Psrmsnsnt

Organisation.

Washington.—(Special.)—Henry

P.

Divlioo u chairman Issues the followWar
lag atateroent on behalf of the
Council of the American Bed Cross:
To the American People:
"The War Connell of the American
Bed Cross appointed by President Wll«« on May 10, 101T, to carry on the
prork of the American Bed Cross durcg the war, at their request and by
ot» of the Central Committee, cease-1

midnight, February 29.
"Immediately the armistice was
Ignel the War Connell Instituted
It

itudles to determine when the etricty war work of the organization would
uve been sufficiently matured to enible the direction of affair* to be reamed by the permanent staff. Henry
?.
being In Paris when the
irmlstlce was signed, summoned a
sonference there of the heads of all
the Red Cruas Commlaalona In Europe
to canvass the situation.
After conSderlng all the factors It was coniluded to make the tranaltlon on
Barch t The very fortunate choice
of I>r. Livingston Farrand as the new
chairman of the Central Committee,
ind thereby the permanent chief executive of tho Hod Cross, makes posslthe consummation of this plan tinier the most favorable condition*.

faction,

Awounts Audited by Wsr Department
"betaued reports to Congress and a
fWDDlete audit of Its accounts by the
Wtr department will constitute the
•nal record of Red Cross activity during the war. Although it ha* been
the rule to make public all expenditures when authorized and to give detailed Information relative to all work
undertaken, the War Council In turning over It* responsibilities to Dr. Farisnd and hie associates desire to give
a brief
resume of Bed Cross war time
activities to the American people, to
whom the Red Cross belong, and whose
generous contributions have made poadble all that has been
accomplished.
during the past nearly twenty-one
nontha the American
people have
1ven in cash and
supplies to the
Ited Croes more than $400,hOOO. No value can be placed upon
contributions of service which
!«ve been
given without stint and ofShtimes at great sacrifice
by millions

^erlean
*

our

people.

effort Of the American Red
-ross In this war
haa constituted by
the largest
voluntary gifts of
hand and heart, ever conPur*l3r for the relief of huthe Red Cross
he heart and Throu*h
*P'rlt of the whole
rnpri/*M
hav® been mobilised
d take
0nT
own> t° relieve the
lie irv 1
t0 tl,e
War- and also
t0 016 wor1^
the supreme
denk
-c our
deals of
national life
Wh° h“S hud
an* Part in
°f the Red f>'*» 1« en-

rJ’Ut“L

,n„ r>e0?le
I rnvJ;?
!

hteEw»7°«
ItL C°nffratulate
re

hZ. r"„

himself.

No

oould be equal In
°»? anyone
8elf aatlsfactlon
everyne ,h„„Mhe,
*or the part taken.
■iillv Sfimnoe*1
American women have
aloe

to

lerteri
ed

themselves

'embe™

!ali

^*d

entered the war the
Cro«» had about 500,000
“ 1110 resu,‘ of the

£5* membershlp Roll
h^rlWa3Upwftnla
of 17,000,000

ollDald^ ar.e 0Utal<Je of the
T f™ Red
Croa«. numberDer.^ lanl?I ’°00
8Ch001 Chlldren
mem-

•er, of ,h
IK

ddlSonar

of the Red
n^w0 .th'ef effolt
ha" been t0

tar men
rrny
lid

,"

Ooss
car® foi
**rTlee and to aid out
navy wherever the Red

i„War

Liniment

whatIfthloan

BONDS WILL DO

They

In Red Cross serv-

'*• Over
17,000,000 Adult Msmbera,

Lmen™

Sloan’s

future.

ITS UNWISE
to-

to pat off
morrow.

to-day’s doty until
If your stomach

is

The dollars of the Fifth Liberty
Loan have a great duty to do, a great
field in which to do it.
Get ready to Join in it with the
others.

add-disturbed tabs

KmididS

new aid to digestion comfort
today* A pleasant relief from
the discomfort of acid-dyspepsia.

the

MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTTS EMULSION
_19-M

Artificial Pearls.
Essence d’Orient, from which artificial pearls are made. Is produced from
the brilliant scales of the ablet, or
blay, a small fish with a green back
and a white belly. About four thousand are required to produce a pound
of scales, which gives a quarter of a
pound of the essence.

BEFORE MAR. 15

U. S. Internal Revenue Bureau

Gives Warning That Severe
Penalties Will Be Enforced.
WOMEN WITHIN LAW’S SCOPE;
HOW THEY REPORT INCOME
The Income Tax drive comes to a
close on Saturday night, March 15.
All payments and returns due on
that date under the provisions cf the
new
Revenue Law must be in the
hands of local Internal Revenue Collectors before their offices close that night.
The Income Tax Is being collected to
meet the war expenses.
Every person
who shouted and tooted his horn on
Armistice Day Is now called upon to
contribute his share of the cost of winning the war.
The laggards and the dodgers will
face severe fines and Jail sentences.
The Internal Revenue Bureau announces that Its officers will check us
all up to see that every person who
pomes within' the scope of the Income
Tax law did his share.

Satisfaction for the
sweet tooth.
Aid to appetite and
digestion
benefit
and enjoyment in
LASTING form.
—

Where to Pay and! File.
Residents of Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont should make their returns and pay their taxes to Seth W.
Jones, Collector of Internal Revenue,
Portsmouth, N. H., or to any of his.
deputy collectors who are now doing
free advisory work on Income Tax.
Payments sent by mail should be attached to the returns and should be In.
the form of check, money order or
draft. Cash payments by mall are sent
at the taxpayer’s risk of loss.
If you are unable to make your return personally because of Illness, ab-

And only 5 cents
a package.

or Incapacity an agent or legal
representative may make your return.
re any doubtful points as
If
to your Items of Income or allowable
sence

xW

deductions you should get In touch at
once with a Revenue officer or a banker for advice.
Women Pay Tax.
Women are subject to all the requireWhether
ments of the Income Tax.
single or married, a woman’s Income
from all sources mast be considered.
If unmarried or If living apart from
her husband she must make her return
for 1918 If her net Income was $1,000

■im ui

cr over.

If married and living with her husband her Income must be considered
with the husband’s In determining the
liability for a return. Their joint Income, less the credits allowed by law,
Is subject to normal tax. The wife’s
net Income Is considered separately In
computing any surtax that may be due.
Husband and wife flle jointly, as a
rule. If the husband does not Include
his wife’s Income In his return the
wife must flle a separate return.
Severe Penalties.
Revenue Law places severe
a
person who fulls to
make return on time, refuses to make
return or renders a fraudulent return.
For failure to make return and pay tax
on time a fine of not more than $1,000
Is named and 25 per cent of the tax
due Is added to the assessment. For
refusing wilfully to make return or
for making a false or fraudulent return there Is a fine of not exceeding
$10,000 and Imprisonment of not exceeding one year, or both.
The

new

penalties

on

Farmers’ Income Taxable.

Every farmer and ranchman who
had a fair or a good year In 1918 must
He
heed the Income Tax this year.
must consider all his Income as taxHe Is entitled to deduct from
able.
his gross Income all amounts expended
In carrying on his farm.
The cost of
farm machinery, farm buildings and
Improvements cannot be deducted.
The cost of live stock, either for resale or for breeding purposes, Is also
regarded as Investment.
Overtime and Bonuses Taxed.

Salary and

wage

earners

must con-

taxable every Item received
other
from
employers and from
Bonuses and overtime pay
sources.
nre to be reported as well as the regular payments.
sider

as

Allowances for Losses.
Losses sustained In 1918 and not
covered by insurance are deductible
items if incurred in the taxpayer's
business or trade, in any transaction
tmdertaken for profit or arising from
fire, storm, shipwreck or other casualty or from theft.
A****************
★

SQUARE DEAL FOR EVERY
INCOME TAX PAYER.

★
★
★

"The ★
C.
Washington, D.
rights of ail persons now filing ★
Income Tax returns are amply ★
protected by
provisions for ★
abatements, refunds and ap- ★
peals,’’ says Commissioner Dan- ★
*
iel C. Roper.
"Every person can be sure of ★
—

No person is exmore
than his
share of tax. His shnre is determined solely by the amount
and nature of his net Income for
1918, as defined in the law.
"Abatement petitions are dealt
with
open-mindedly. Refunds
will be made In every case
where too much tax Is erronea

square deal.

pected to pay

★
★
★
★

*
*
*
*
*

★
h
"The Income Tax is ‘on the *
*
level’ all the way through,
:h.”

ously collected.

******** ★***■■!* * ★

WHILE “GEORGE” LOOKED ON
of Tourists
Helped Prstty
American Woman to Kiss the
Real Blarney Stone.

Party

Three or four of us made up a little
party to go to Blarney castle to Improve our ability In the art of talking
by kissing the Blarney stone, says
Capt. Albert R. Wonham In “Spun
Yarns of a Naval Officer.*' The saying that all roads lead to Rome applies
somewhat to Blarney, too, but the
Irish miles—I cannot think how they
reconcile them with the miles recorded by the taxicab Indicators 1
However, we got there, and, bounding up the stone stairs, reached the
top of the tower. Two persons were
already there, an old man and one of
the loveliest women I ever saw. We
were rather pressed for time, and so
proceeded to kiss the stone.
The Blarney stone faces the outside
of the tower, about three feet down.
If you wish really to kiss It you must
be let down headfirst, do the trick, and
be hauled up. All round the top of
the tower is

a

hanging parapet project-

foot from the line of the
tower wall, built to enable the defenders, when the castle was attacked, to
pour boiling water or melted lead on
top of the enemy operating on the

ing about

a

Ancient Time Recorders.

Perhaps the first reference to attempts to reckon time by mechanical
means is found In Isaiah 38-8, written
supposedly about 713 B. C., “the sun
dial of Aha*.” Pliny says that Anaximander invented a sun dial about 550
B. C. The first sun dial at Home was
placed in the Temple of Quirinus,
about 298 B. C., when time was divided
into hours. The clepsydra, or water
clock, was the next time recorder Invented.
Dire Day in Russian History.
November 30 is the anniversary of
the defeat of Peter the Great in 1700
by Charles XII of Sweden. The Russian
monarch
had
40,000
troops
against the 8,000 of bis opponent, but
the superior generalship of the Swede
more than balanced the numerical superiority of the czar.

Doing Well.
Pat was digging at his field, which
turned out a very rough piece of land.
A policeman, looking over the gate,
Inquired whether he would get any potatoes off it this season. "Well,” replied Pat, rather cheerfully, “I have
50 stones out up to the present.”

S&bntfeoreRt*.

front door.
Having

lei

one

aaoiner

uuwu,

PROFIT BY THIS

wc

finished under the wondering gaze of
the lovely woman. “Excuse me, gentlemen,” she said, "but what have you
been doing?"
We told her.
With a disdainful look she turned to
the old fellow and said, “There,
George, I told you that,” pointing
to a meek-looklng stone Inside, “was
not the Blarney stone, and I have not
kissed the Blarney stone! I have not
come all the way from America to go
away without doing It 1” As she said
that she looked appealingly at us, for
George did not seem Inclined to rise
the occasion.
The end of It was that we lashed
her dress round her ankles, lowered
her, and pulled her up triumphant.
“There, George, now I can go back
to America and say that I have kissed
the Blarney stone 1" she cried.
I am bound to say that George, who
proved to be her husband, did not look
happy or pleased. His reputation for
telling the truth bad suffered, and I
am pretty sure that he wished we
never had come.
to

Beneficial Shorebirds.
All the shorebirds are strikingly
The
beneficial in their food habits.
slaughter of these game birds deprives
the farmer of valuable allies against
Such
some of the worst crop pests.
game birds as quail, grouse and pheasant take less insect food than the
shorebirds, yet all of them do a certain amount of good. Even hawks and
owls have p bad name which for the
most part is undeserved, It Is said, and
indiscriminate persecution of these
birds is a serious mistake.

Don’t Waste Another Day.
When you

by backache;
urinary disorders—
Don't experiment with
an
untried
are

By lameness

worried

and

medicine.

Follow Ellsworth people’s example.
Use Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Here’s

Ellsworth testimony.

Verify it

if you

wish:

E. Chapman, 10 Hancock St.,
says: U1 have suffered a great deal from
kidney trouble. My kidneys have acted
irregularly and 1 have had inflammation of
the bladder. I have had trouble with my
Mrs. S.

back when I

rely

stooped

over.

I have had

to

Doan’s Kidney Pills,

procured
from E. G. Moore’s Drug Store, for relief,
as nothing else seemed to help my case.
I think others suffering with kidney
trouble will do well to give Doan’s Kidon

ney Pills a trial.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kid-

Pills
the Barae that Mrs. Chapman
Foster Milburn
Co.,
Mfgrs.
Buffalo, N. Y.
ney
had.

—

PAfeKER’&

HAIR BALSAM
A

toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.

For Reitorim Color and
I Beauty to Crayor Faded Hair.
60c. and | LOO at Dragytsta.

Buy Swasey

Bean

Pots

Of your GroceT, Hardware
Dealer or Crockery Store.
Be sure and get a
Swasey
Bean Pot and enjoy good
baked Bean*, No way to
bake beans as with a

Swasey Bean Pot.
Name

E. SWASEY &

CO.,

on every one.

Portl.nd, M..

CUV ■KKTtM).

Elic £llstuortl) American
PUB! ISHBD

BY THK

hoard.

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
W. H. Titus. Editor aod Manager.

Moll* of arrount.

Roll of recounts He

-ere

■

n

paeecd
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The mayor reported the rreignatloa of
John E. Itoyle *» aaahar of the hoard of
Feb
W. end
e (feet v*
per let ret loft,
Wnart.
the oppotntmenl of John A
damorratie city
recoin mended by I ha
committee, tn til the recency. Mr.
thiyie raatgae toacorpt the appointment
ruatoma at Bar Harbor
ae collector of

1819.

Senator John P. Deering of Saco is
first in the field with an announcement that he will be a candidate for
the republican nomination for govern-

and Ktlaaorth.

Edward Hanay •** addad to the Hat
of aerrayore of lumbar, wood and bark
then

Elected Mayor of Ellsworth for Eleventh Term.

Six-cylinder,

mayor. Other long terms of service as
mayor are those of F. O. Beal, Bangor, nine years, John F. Woodman,

Bangor, eight

years, and now the
ninth term. Dr. Hagerthy’s election was without opposition, and he again has a full republican board of aldermen with him.
a

The old problem of what would
an irresistible force met an
immovable body was demonstrated in
the closing hours of the
sixty-fifth or
great war Congress yesterday, when
filibustering senators clashed with
President Wilson in an effort to force
the immediate
calling of an extra

happen if

appro-

priation bills, including the $750,000000 railroad adminstration fund and the Atlantic. Thereby we would throw
the immense army and merchant ma- overboard Washington’s farewell address
failed of passage.
Republican senators succeeded in getting
into the record a resolution
approved

such

a

sinister

scheme,

once

j

attempt to
elucidate or defend the project in 1 charge and-their present address to which
detail. That naturally will come they desire their bonus checks to be sent,

j

ment.
From

March 5 to March 15
will be

circulation.

the paper in
est

already manifest,

the

full campaign quota

it

With the interis

believed

can

that

be raised

by

voluntary subscriptions.
a

bee?

spienaia
received

L. A.

Emery,

voluntary testimonial has
from former Chief Justice
who enclosed his

check, adtreasurer, not to
funds, whenever
required. Congress-

vising M. Y. McGown,
hesitate to call for more

they

were

needed

or

John A. Peters has sent to the hoard
of directors a liberal check, together with
a splendid endorsement of the
project.
man

All persons interested
are

enclosing with this letter their dislater. We may remark in
passing, i
or military order for dishowever, that if Mr. Wilson really charge certificate
charge, or both, if both were issued.
means to intimate a
willingness to
Checks will be drawn and mailed to the
submit the whole business to the
peo- claimants'm the order in which claims are
pie, the matter can be readily re- received. The discharge certificates will
solved. That is al) the opponents be returned,

given

an

checks to M.

in the movement

opportunity to mail
Y. McGown, treasurer.

their
The

management will proceed as fast as such
voluntary contributions will permit.
The following friends of the
boys have
already contributed :
Alexander C. Hagerthy, Unitarian club, Donaqua lodge,
Knights of Pythias, Monroe Y. McGown,

■

Harry L. Crabtree, Mrs. Austin H. Joy, L.
Emery, H. E. Hamlin, C. H. Leland,
W. H. Titus, C. W. Grindal, J. A.
COUNTY GOSSIP.
Thompson, H. B. Estey, Embert C. Osgood, and
John A. Peters, money; 8. E. Chapman,
Town meetings, puSsy willows and
Mrs. Lura Bell, who has been in the carpentry; Walter Pio, books and
spring flowers. Spring is near at hand.
magaFairfield sanatorium for treatment, is now zines; Mrs. Willis Dunn, stove; William
at the home ot her father, Frank Frost, E. Whiting, rug.
From Mariaville comes the story of two with her two small children.
The advisory committee of twenty-one
men, Hollis Carter atad Harry Nickerson,
People in town were pleased to learn will consist of ten men and eleven women.
returning from a fishing trip with a fine
who have been 'apthat Private Howard Frost, who had not I Several citizens
string of pickerel, being attacked by two
been heard of for so long, is alive and proached and asked the directors to call
lynx attracted by the 6mell of the fish.
again for subscriptions will send their
well in Germany.
They shot the lynx and added them to
March 3.
F.
j checks direct to Mr. McGown, as no furfish
their string of
story.

to substantiate

MARIAV1LLE.
Little Gertrude Dunham, who was so
badly calded last week, is slowly recovering.

the

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
reacb%th« seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
local disease, greatly influenced by constitutional conditions, and in order to cure ic you
internal
must
take an
remedy. Hall’s
Catarrh Medicine is taken internally aud
acts through the blood ou the mucous surfaces of the system. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine
was prescribed by one of the best pbysiciaus
in this country for years. It is composed of
some of the best tonics known, combined
with some of the best blood purifiers. The
combination of the ingredients in
perfect
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is what produces
such wonderful results in catarrhal conditions. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
All Druggists. 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

A.

|

BURRY.
Mrs. Mary E. Gray and daughter Lizzie
i returned home Tuesday.

McGraw and wife are receiving
I
congratulations on the birth of a son, I
Daniel Herbert, born March 2.
A.

3.

,
,

j

Methodist society served a dinner !
supper town meeting day.
Mrs. Alliston Milliken returned Friday

The
and

Gardiner, where she was called bj
death of ber4brother-in-law.

from
the

There will be a fair and entertainmen
at the grange hall, Friday evening, by th<

| high
1

Mar.

4.

L.

to

take

orders among

neighbors for the genuine
guaranteed hoisery. fall line for men. women
end children. Eliminates darning
We pay
50c an hour spare time or *24 a week for fail
time. Kxperience unnecessary. Write. In*
tkr.vational Htockimo

Mill, Norristown. Pa.

Jfrmalt Jtytlp CS«nt(fl.

HOTEL HELP WANTED
WOMEN and girls wanted for beet
OU year around hotel* in Matoe; 2S
waitresses, fine tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and acrub women,
chef*, pastry and all-around cook*. Bell and
and
third cooks for
second
bura boys,
hotel positions, Apply alwayajo MAtwa Horn Agkjicy, new quarters, 90 Main street.
87 years
800 girla
Established
Bangor.
Incloat
wanted for best summer hotels.
stamp for reply. Few high grads housework

Chairs.

KL14IW0RTH. Weal aid*
North atda Branch Pond

Lot In RLLBWORTH, qo Waltham road,
known aa Waitor M. Haines lot.

at GREKN’S
LANDING
land Robert Knowltoti.

One-fourth in common and undivided, lot la
HANCOCK adjoining John Bali and FranklU
Hall iota.
Lot at GREEN'S LANDING, on Deer Iile
Thoroughfare, odar Tburlow Bros.’ wharf and
factory.
Lot of 1- nd in HANCOCK,
land farm property.
One half of

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

$10,068,520 60
63,853 00

Admitted assets,

$10,004,667 to

Three curtain rods.

LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1918.
i Net
1

unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

information may be obtainec
from any one of the directors.
1 Total liabilities and surplus,

$

637,551 85
4,911,587 30
635.US8 96
1,000,000 00
2,790,439

39

$10,004,667 50 I

a

formerly known

Irving McFar*

certain lot in MT. DESERT,
aa Knowles or Lyman lot.

Lot of land In Trenton,
ha». next lands of David

one acre on

ibore of

Haynes heirs and J.

Iwt of land In RDRN. M acrea. on Braak
Neck road, neit laada of Brewar Realty Co.
and Geo. W Newman

Lot of land In RLLHWORTH, on Water
•treat, adjoining poetoffice lot. Two s ore
tenements;
buildings, with second-floor
•table and shore privilege; known as Malone

Lot of land In RLLftWORTH. known ae
Foreaitfc piece, donate tenement and etable;
corner Raet Main and Oak etrevt*. opposite
Unitarian caarch

/w® »ot*. *•
Jonen’ Marsh,
Lot
shore

nt

and IS

acre*.

In RDRN,

adapted for cmnberry raising.

ORRKN

h

LANDING

property adjoining

g^bar_wtth^wharf

VILLAGE,

moater

and bnildlnea.

buildings.

West side

Lot off land In ELL1WUETH, on
of Oak street, south of property
known aa Files house.

factory,

to-

formerly

Tw-» thirds in common and undivided,lotti
River bridp.
ILL*WORTH, near Union
known aa “Coombs Block” property.

_

ltjpl No tin*.

ItfMl TJotlO*.
SIATt or Al.UMK.

M.

(L. »)

Toth# Honorable Jnotice of the
*«pr#M#
Judicial k'oort: tn *id for the roan tv of MancdCk »e*t to be bolden at Kl'.s worth on the
4th Tuesday of April, i»i».
I 1 K.MPF*'TVt‘LLY represent* ITlyssaa O.
I t Mount da. of Buckeport. coaaty of Han©ock. Hints of Maine, that ha la seised of
a

Persona Unknown.
foregoing pciltioB ordered tbnl aaU
petitioner g[,« notice «w
lo nil
on
penonn
uo
».
perse
known claiming by, through or under aiki
Oo lh,

-—•

Pb.be

Dean St.,

on

near

J

*

VILLAGE.

Lot of land in RLL.SWORTH,
adjoining Bowden Utore lot.

ILcga: Actios.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.
Real estate,
$ 683.500 00
Mortgage loans.
768,100 00
Stocks and bonds,
6,883.000 00
Caah in office and bank,
475.603 20
Agents’ balances.
1.168,191 78
Interest and rtnts,
68.126 47
All other assets,
73,999 10

par-

the Bur-

Lot of land In RDRN. B acroa. on town
road, nait to land of Waahbnra McFarland
and (ion. W. Newman.

HAVING

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

For

Lot la MRDGWICK.fl noma, near laada of
Betekiah Hyard and Wa Hooper.

rente
freehold
la
possess! on in and
a
to
certain
of
real
rotate
parcel
situated la aatd Bucbioort and belac
to
much of that part of lot Mo thirty flee
PAUPEB NOTICE.
(36) la the first rat|f of lota in aatd town concontracted with the City of Ells- veyed by John Lewie to t.llsba D. Kidridge
worth to support and care for those who by deed dated August 4, lit#. aa Ilea tut of
may need assistance during five years begin- the county rood, containing ttreaty acre* (ft)
ning Jan. 1, 1915, and are legal residents of more or Icm. that the record tide to aatd real
Ellsworth, I forbid all persons trusting them ratal# appears to be encumbered by an unon my account, as there is plenty of room and
discharged mortgage ortciaally fives by Alaccommodations to care for them at the Oity bert M Houston. of said
Bucksport, father of
! Farm bouse.
Arthur B. MitchkLL.
your petitioner. and owae> of the fee la said
premise*, to one Pbebe K d ridge. of eaid
Buckeport. which eald mortgage was dated
October ft. a. d
IBM and
was duly recorded la the Heftstry of l>eeda for eaid
couaty of Hancock, la book III. page 46?.
and waa according to ita recitals fives to
SHERIFF’S SALE.
aecure the
pay meat of throe promissory
STATE OF MAINE.
notes sad debt of the eamr date, of one hundred dollars each payable by the terms of
County or Hancock 88.
said mortgage deed and ao4ea la oae. two sad
this twenly-eiRbtb day of Febru- three years respectively from said twenty
ary a. d. 1919. on execution dated Febru- second («1) day of October, a d iaf*. That
ary 3. a. d. 1919, issued on a judgment rendered said notes end debt were loaf since fatly
on the thirty-first day of
January, a. d. 1919. paid and aatistted, bat that naid mortgage
the supreme judicial court for the county appears to have been undischarged; that
said Albert M- Houat »n sad those having bis
of Penobscot, iu the State of Maine, at a term
of said court begun and held at Hangor, estate ia tha premises have been ia uninterwithin and for said county of Penobscot, »d rupted poaaeaaion of said real estate for
the first Tuesday of January, a. d. 1918. la I more lhaa twenty years after tha time limited
favor of The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company, to said mortgage foe the fall performance of
a corporation
organized under the laws of the conditions thereof, sad continuously a I ace
to the date of then* presents
state or Michigan, aad having au establshed
That Phebe
place of business ft Akron, state of Ohio, and Kidridge. tbs aatd mortgagee, is loaf since
against Charles H. Abbott, of Bangor, in the deceased: and your petitioner alleges that
county of Penobscot, for the sum of live upon oath the person or pereous who might
hundred three dollars and forty-seven cents be entitled to claim ander her are to yoar
Mow therefore, yonr
'$>503.47; debt or damage and fourteen dollars petitioner unknown
and uinety-two cents (#14 92) costs of suit,
this
petitioner prays that by
honorable
court said mortgage may be decrewd^nnll and
and will be sold at public auction to the high
rt td and ordered otacharfed of record, and
est bidder therefor, on the twenty-seeond day
(bat the person or peraons claim.ng under
of April, a. d. 1919, at ten o’clock ia the foresaid mortgage may be sammoaed by order of
noon at the office of the sheriff for Hancock
county, at Ellsworth, iu said county of Han- this honorable court, by auch notice as the
cock. all the right, title and interest which cwur: may direct, to appear
before this
the said Charles H. Abbott had ou the first honorable court at Kllaworth la said county
day of March, a. d. 1918. at nine o’clock and of Hancock, on the fourth Tuesday of Aprii.
fifteen minutes in the forenoon, being the a. d.. link, at tea o'clock in the forsaona.
time when the same was attached ou the then and there to show cause, if any there oe
original writ in the action wherein the judg- why naid mortgage should n .t *>e discharge.!
ment was rendered,
upon which said exe- I of record as hereinbefore prayed lor, and
that this honorable coart. after the hearing
cution issued, iu and to the following described real estate situated iu Sullivan, in eball make -uch decree op >n this petition
said county of Hancock, to wit:
and as to co*t*. as it saall deem proper, and
aa in doty bound your peu.inner will ever
A certain lot or parcel of laud situated in
said Sullivan and bound and described as 1 pray.
follows:-Beginning on the northerly side of
UltssmU. Houston
the town ro*dn>u the westerly line of land
Marsh B, a. d. 1019.
! formerly owned by Margaret ktdeout, now
deceased; thecce northerly on said town road
eleven rods Vo a stake and stones: thence easiSTATE OK MAINE
! erly fifteen rods to a stake and stoues; thence
Hank «. a,«. MW.
| southerly eleven rods to the westerly line of Hancock. a,
! said Rideout land; thence westerly fifteen
i'crtoMlljr npp,nrrd l’l>..». O. Hon,toa.
rods to the place of beginning,
containing the petitioner. whose utae ti above tubone acre more or less together with the build■crtbed. and Made oath that the • tale menu
ings thereon, and being the same premises therein contained are
conveyed to the said Charles H. Abbott by knowledge and belief true to the beat of hi*
Nathan S. Bunker of Sullivan, by his deed
Before me,
dated October 7. 1901. and recorded in the
T. H. Smith.
Hancock county
of deeds, book 380.
registry
Justice of the peace
page 287, to which deed reference is hereby
made for a further description of the
premises.
Ward W. Wbscott, Sheriff.
STATE OF MAINE
Dated at Ellsworth this 28th day of Febru- Hancock. as.
ary, a. d. 1919.
Cliki'i Ornci, Bitumi Judicial Cocst.
In Vhcation.
NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE CO. OF
Ellsworth, Maine, March 4, a. d. 19i»
AMERICA.
Ultimas O. Houstoh, Petitioner,
vs

Pictures.
Good books.
Interesting magazines for boys.
Three pair of lace or muslin curtains.

Furnishings or money are included ir
the voluntary campaign, closing Marcl
15. Money should be given direct to Mr
McGown, furnishings to Roy C. Haines

Lot
next

On# off hi h In common and undivided, lot
of land. 1.4*0IKK. Cold flaring Water Co.
property.

HiXCtfCI,
CAUTION NOTICE.
TTTHERKAS my wife, Abbie D. Trundy.
>V has left my bed and board without Jusi
cause, this is to warn all [persona against har
boring or trusting her on my account, s* l
shall pay no bills of her contracting after
date.
Bbimamin W. Trchdy.
North Penobscot. Me.. Feb. 25, 1919.

The club still needs $400 in money.
One phonograph.
One large book case.
One piano.
Tables.

Estate

an

MTATft €»r MAIM#.

ther solicitations will be made until after
the voluntary campaign closes, March 15.

while full

school.

women

Cnrd’i

a voluntary
opened, when the citizens of Kllsworth will be given an
opportunity to help and support the movement.
No subscription paper for this purpose TAKEN
will be circulated, as it is believed that
the business men dislike the method, and
by
it is equally distasteful to those who bear

campaign

and

of the scheme ask for.”

Unlike the Y. M. C. A.,

no religious program, but
boys to attend their own
church or Sunday school, and refers its
membership preferences to the different
churches for their interest and develop-

it is sub-

study of the Ameriopposing can people. Let them “read, mark, learn
acceptance of the charter of the and inwardly digest” the
preposterous
league of nations in its present form. terms of this unholy alliance, and they
will repudiate the whole compact of
George Harvey’s Weekly, referring coercion as utterly tyrannical and, therefore, utterly un American.
to the speech of President Wilson
upon his arrival in Boston
last week,
Bonus to Soldiers.
says: “Mr. Wilson began by reportThe revenue act approved February 24,
and
ing progress,
closed with the us- authorizes the payment of a bonus of |60,
ual assurance that he has been
in- to officers, soldiers, field clerks and nurses
terpreting the thought of America, as of the army upon honorable separation
to which presently we
from service by discharge, resignation or
suspect he will i
begin to have some doubts. It was otherwise. This bonus is not payable to
the heirs- or representatives of any denot a propitiatory speech.
It fairly
bristled with damnation of all Ameri- ceased soldier.
Those who have been discharged and
cans who should impede the
progress have received their final pay without the
of the league of
nations, and again *60 bonus, should write a letter to the
1
warned thn governments of
Europe Zone Finance Officer, Lemon building,
that they would resist at their
peril, Washington, D. C., stating their service
The President made no
since April 6, 1917, the date of la6t dis-

independent organization

expects the

mitted to the serious

them

an

it will maintain

Monroe doctrine.
We have nd fear regarding the fate of

and the

budgets,

of

club is

for boy welfare.

or

on

HARDEN and PRRBCOIT FARM, about SO
HARBOR
noo known aa Ml.
arr«, BAR
Kabo Hprinf

WANT ED

MENfriends and

KLLMWoRTH.
privilege.

Brick block. Hint# etreet. KLLHWORTH.
coDiiiuni of *«ore nod basement, etorehoutrv second floor rented by Hancock Co.
MtTiD|« Bank, third floor. tenement.

Lot o* land In
Colon river and
road.

yjtlp OtaiUt.

are

For street com:
and an executive committee of five elected
Fred B Marden 76 93 33 32 85
319 by the boys themselves and caring for the
75 96 38 30 85
For Aldermen:
324
boys' organization.
The aldermen elected are: Ward 1,
The superintending control will be
Horace F. Wescott; ward 2, Frank R. vested in a board of seven directors, an
Moore; ward 3, Leon H. Brown; ward 4, advisory committee of twenty-one memLyndon H. Phillips; ward 5, Charles R. bers and a finance committee of three
Fuller.
members, a general secretary and assistants. All members of the supervising
An Unholy Alliance.
control will be adults. At a recent meeting of the temporary board of directors
(Boston Transcript )
the following
named
directors
were
The more the American people look
chosen:
into what Mr. Wilson calls the “covenant”
Monroe Y. McGown, Charles H.
Leland,
of the league of nations, the more, as we
Henry Martin Hall, Rev. J. W. Tickle,
believe, they will wish to keep out of it.
Harry L, Crabtree, Roy C. Haines and L.
Instead Of being a barrier against war,
F. Giles. The directors will meet shortly
it has in it much that would prove a for
the purposes of incorporation. The
breeder of war.
general secretary will be chosen by the
The United States would be put into
board of directors, and will be in active
partnership with all the liabilities of old charge of the club, maintaining a definite
world politics, and at the same time
program of athletics, physical and miliwould take the old world into partnertary drills and social events.
with
its
own
side
of
assets
on
this
ship
The

loarlng

worth. Maine.

developing rapidly and sucin the past two years, but we doubt if Monday, one of the quietest in its history.
cessfully for the Boys’ Welfare club. Inthe sentiment of the Maine voters has There was but one ticket in the Held, but stallation of fixtures and furnishings has
changed as much as the vote of the in spite of this a fairly good vote was already begun and the quarters are being
thrown, some 350 ballots being thrown, put into readiness for occupancy.
Senate would indicate.
but blank and defective ballots brought
Boys are already being enrolled in the
325.
club, an entrance fee of monthly dues at
Ellsworth on Monday elected Or. the total count down to
Following is the vote by wards for the rate of fifty cents being charged. The
A. C. Hagerthy tor his eleventh term
mayor, street commissioner and aldermen: permanent organization will shortly be
as mayor.
The Associated Press be4
5
2
3
Total perfected, consisting of the president,
For Mayor:
1
lieves that this establishes a new
324
A C Hagertby
76 95 36 32 85
vice-president, secretary and treasurer,
record for Maine. Last year Mayor
Hagerthy tied E. F. Hanson of Belfast, who had served ten years as

Haion

car. in
good condition, every modern
equipment, including extra tire end tire carrier* For sale cheap, if t*«eo within the nest
two weeks
Apply W. E. Wnmnn. Ells-

Koom_lo Whiting Block Being
Fitted up-Boys Fast Unrolling.

Plans

five p«Mrn|*r

(

Thtj following briefly described Real Estate,
tioulara apply to (call or write) E. F. Small a
rill National Bank. Main Street. Ellsworth.

Jfat &ah.

•

Club

«

---

Lot of land In
■Irwin, will* oMr

HOYS’ WKLKAKK CLUB.

*

SALE

To Settle

i)R. ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY

right to vote for presidential electors.
CITY KLKCTION.
In September 1917, the voters of Maine
rejected the suffrage proposition by
One Ticket in the Field, and
nearly two to one. Undoubtedly the Only
Little Interest.
idea
has
made
strides
rapid
suffrage
Ellsworth had a
municipal election

by thirty-nine

FOR

Thfc
(ftrino T# Owelty Vltnltxn nrtd
llll) OfJIInj
tnr!ch Yaur Blood
Create Appetite, Give Strength

The Maine Senate has gone on record, twenty-five to six, as “ought to
pass” the act granting women the

MILK STREET, BOSTON

and tha meat-

Sarsaparilla

he end of a rod, deserves
than a penalty.

HATHAWAY, Jr.

to HORATIO

Section Chief, 101

Take Hood’s

pension father

rine

Apply

vara

toORtlMTHfAU

lature. Will the possession in camp
of an anc or be considered prima
facie evid> ice of guilt? We opine
that a man vho will sit hours in the
broiling so \ watching for the tell-tale

important

opened and tnbntntad,

election

adjourned.

in*

A bill to prohibit still or “plug”
fishing in a.1 lakes and ponds inhabit
ed by treat, salmon or togue has
been introduced in the Maine legis-

Half the

mnairipel

Ketorne of the

in 1920.

session.

ERIE COURSE IN NAVIGATION, six weeks, fits for third mats'!
Ur an** or higher; open to men of two years' deck experience, ocean or
coastwise, or equivalent In fisheries, or on lake, hay or sound.
ERIE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month, fits for third
assistant engineer's license or higher; open to men of mechanical ami
engineering experience. Including locomotive and stationary engineers
machinists on marine engine*, gradaatee of technical schools and maria,
oilers and water tender*.
Ravi seeding see service to qualify fully for license, after taking course nu,
Ss rated during such aervtoe as Junior Officers, on pay.)
Navigation, Portland aal
•Slipping Hoard School* In New England;
Rockland, Me; Gloucester and Cambridge. Maes. Engineering. Maui
rhueetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

APPLICATION.
nr

nominee for

MERCHANT MARINE

*«uiv Mil.

t'oa«M
High aehaal

Business communications should be addressed to. aod all checks and money orders
made payable to Thu Hancoca County Publishing Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

a

IN THE
in n

...

twinkle of

DECK OFFICERS
and ENGINEERS

a«

■

Six months.75
.38
Three months

year.*1.50
Fourmontbs.50
Single Copies.05

or

TO BE TRAINED A8

W,ai* W

I.*•

Highway rail.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)

ADVERTISING RATES ON

By the U. S. SHIPPING BOARD

mm

ELLSWORH. MAINE

WANTED

MEN

mayor and rail board of aldermen
prmnl at Ik* malar meeting of
Monday arching,
the city gorrrument
the lee; of fh* HlimN edmtnletretloe.
There >n Hlllene* tueiueee before the
rb*

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

One

EXPERIENCED

I.tttl* ll»Uru Out.Id* Auditing uf
Hill*.

Eldridfe.‘»nS lo .11

of the pendency
Many,
publishing an attested

h

huI^h^'

of Mid rent un hv
copy of said
with this order of court I hereon once
a
week
F »■ «he Eilewerth
American, apt wspap-r published at Eli worth
o#
f*‘d county
Hancock, the Iasi publication to be
fourteen da>s at
be-

Hancock as.
To the Sheriffs of onr respective Conn tin.
or either of their Deputies.
GREFTING
E rnnimind too :o attach the good* ant
»*t»u of Frank Haddon now or formerly of Kraoklin, Hancock county. Maine,
to the valoe of ooe hum)rod and fifty dollar*;
and summon the aotd defendant (if he nut
he found is your precinct) to appear before
our )uatice of oor
aupreme Judicial conn,
nest 10 he holden at Kllaworib. within and
for said county of Hancock, on the second
Tuesday of October a. d. !91fl, then and there
la oar aaid coart to answer unto Jamea B.
Wood of Hurry in aaid county and Htate. Ii
a plea of the case, for that the said defendstt.
at Northeast Harbor. Maine. April Si, Uii.
Frank liaddoa, dr to James H Wood, to
■seals from May 1 to Auvust 10, 1915,
11 weeks at #5 per week.
|1f
To ivs eatra meals at twenty fire
li
cents each.
U.d
To interest.

W

for that the said defendant, at said Moant
Desert, to wit. said Kllsworth. on the dayof
purchase of this writ beinc indebted te
the plaintiff In the Sum of eighty-two dollar*
and ststy-ttve cents, according to the account
anneaed, then and there
n consideration
thereof, promised the plaintiff to pay him the
same sum on demand
Yst, though often requested, said defendant
has not paid the same -to the damage\,0f tbr
aaid plaintiff (as b# says) tbe sum of one
han'dred and fifty dollars, which shall then
and there be mads to appea- with other due
damages. Aa.1 whereas the said plaintiff
•ays that the said defendant haa not in bn
own haads'and possession goods aud estaU
to tbe value of one hundred aod fifty dollar*,
aforesaid, which can be come at to t>e attached; but haa intrusted to, and deposited
In. the hands and possession of H. Aof Monot Desert. Hancock county. Maine.
trus.ee of said defendant goods, effects an*
We
command
credits, to tbs said value.
sail
yon, therefore, tbet you summon the
trustee (if he may he found in your precinct
»aw
our
of
to appear before our said Judge
court, to he hoidea as aforesaid. t«»
cause, if any he ha*, why negation, lo be*
• ned upon such
judgment as the said p
may recover against the said
fsndaot in this action (if anv). should
sas against his goods, effects, or credits®
the hands or posaessiou of him. the •**
tbs

»{*■
principal*"

And have you there this writ, with your
lags therein
Witness. Lasua C. Coknism. Chief Jo****
•f our aaid Court, at hits worth aforesaid- tk»J
twenty aisth day of April In the ysaroisar

Lord
teen.

one

thousand

nine hundred

atKUsworth in said county of Hancock on
the fourth Tuesday of
April a d
nil
Mid respondents known and
unknown, and
»U persons interested, if
any, May then and
Mld co ° * and ikMMtM,
"
W they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
Uunnn B Dn*rv.
Justice Hup Jud. Court
copy of the petition and order of
court thereon.

an.

*•**,,.
lJ

phWJJ
‘JJJ

Erior

_

n«""„

LOYAL

PMOTKtTIVM

IWBUIUNC*

AkelT* DSC. M.
Clock, oad k<
la ottce
ouanwai
leleree, aad real,.

ItuTt&ft

1°

..

AttestT. F. Manonnv. Mark.

ttf»

STATE OP MAINE.
^ciim Jooicial Coc**Ik VacAlton.
El I •worth, March 4. •• <*•
Upon tha within writ, ordered: I’hM
AiiUiff
nolle*
to tha defendant *« •»
p
give
lustier of our
P«*r before ihr
Judicial c art. to b« holdeu at
within and for the county of Maned k. •■**
fourth Tueeday of April a. d. It!*. by
1 *»•
ao attested copy of eaid writ aad *■■
>rder thereon, Ihraa woah«
tha Ellsworth American, o newspsper p"***
in Ellsworth, ta oar county of Hancock,
last publicatloa to ha thirty days •»
to tha fourth Tuesday of April nai»-l*~
•r
may t bar* and than la oar said coart
paar and aaawar to said salt.
Uui B
1 eel lee of the Bap- Jed Oea*.
A true cop7 of Ike «>U eurl order "> w
tharaoa.
—h
Attaat ~T. P. MAKonBf.Ciaf^
Hancock

a^Utioi

American."ftM

and

Met

UAMIUTIKd DSC
aapatd laeeea.

All etfcer I lean luce,
Oaak capital.
(
Barplae a car all llaktiwlaa,
Teiel ..akin..ea

aad ,e<plea.

I

kli-swokth kkuxiok.
ytmet

of

Registered

Thoa*

«'

Attend-

ing KCf'PDt Gathering.
is a list of those registered

Following
the recent Ellsworth reunion
as attending
in

Boston:
Miss Alice 8 Adams,

MreJQ Adams,

Howard H Adams

Jliss Helen U Adams,

Oliver L

wife,
and wife, A W Alley
Milo R Austin, Bert
and
wife,
Anderson
Everard X) Alley, Florian Q
, Austin,
and

K Adams.
Arey, Charles
Fred E Brown and wife, Mrs Carrie L
Beilatty, Charles E Bellatty, J E Burke
H Babson and w ife, Miss Anand wife, R
Q C Blsisdell and wife, Mrs
e?lj Bubson,
Anne C Brainard, Alton
Mtry 8 Brainard,
Richard W Buttf Brown, Clara Barton,
ner.Miss J W Bartlett, Miss Mary BartL Brown, Mrs W E Boyle, 8
lett, James

Bryant

Mayberry

and

w

ife. Miss Bylvia

Brewer.

Cnarles A Carter and wife, John F
Coolidge and wife, E L Curtis and wife,
and wife, Alfred Clink(jeorite D Carman
William D Clough and wife,
ed and wife,
Mrs Adelia E Clough, Byron Campbell,
Dorothy Coughlan, Harriet Page Carsley,
Eliiabeth A Crippen.
Charles
R
H
Margaret Donovan,
Dnston, Albert L
DusIod, C Russell
W Dunn, and wife,
Dodge and wife, H
A
Davis
and
wife
Dr Frederick
Bailie C Dow, Madge H Dow, Fred L
Davis, Clarence R Davis, Myra P Dorlty,
Mrs L DesRosiers.
Eppes, Emma L Eppcs,
Henry A
Eaton, O C
Louise W Eppes, C W
Emerson, Lucy J Emery, Margaret J,

Eddington.

Arno I Foss and wife. Herbert R Foster
and wife, Stetson Foster and wife, Frances
R Foster, 0 L Foster, Miss F E Fullerton,
A L Frsrier, Alice Davis Fairbanks.
A V Grover and wife, Walter B Gordon
god wife, Airs Ella Uordon, L E Gott,
Esther Emery Gotl, George H Grant,
Miss Harriet Urindell, Henry D Gerrish,
Florence 9 Grant, Chas H Gorham,
Frances F Gibson.
Irving Hill, Herman E Hill and wife,
LaurenceG Higgins, Mrs Herberts Higgins, 8 E Haraden, Mrs Harriet McFarland Hooper, Harold L Harris, Mrs Irving
Hill, Lloyd H Higgins, MissC F Haynes, i
Mrs J C Harman, Mrs L K Hodgkins,
Mrs Lola Dyer Hodgkins, Mrs Mabel
PrayHanscom, Mrs Charlotte Hill, Anna
L

THIS TELLS HOW TO
FIGURE INCOME TAX

or

Pray O’Brien.
Mrs Anson H Parker, Miss Elsie Parsons, Eric A Peterson, Mrs W E Perry,
M A Pettee-, Miss Linda L Pratt, Charles
EPio, Mrs George VV Patteu, Mrs A Lawrence Poor, Miss Helen Perry.

SOsgood,

he

week, and If there is any
point on which he needs advice he can
now get In touch with n Revenue man."
This* word of advice Is from Seth W.
Jones, Collector of Internal Revenue,
Portsmouth, N. H„ who Is collecting
the Income Tax In Maine, New
Hamp
shire and Vermont. Collector Jones Is
giving without charge every aid of his
office and his enlarged field force to
help the people get their payments
and their returns In by March 15th.
But the Income Tax men will not
pull your door-bell or your coat-tails,
according to the Collector’s announcement.
It Is squarely up to every individual to figure out his own case and
to get busy If he comes within the
scope of the new Revenue law.

Marion F Rich and wife,

Kenneth P

Grace Saunders, Addison G Sargent,
Mrs Maynard H Sargent, Beatrice A
Simpson, Clarence F Smith and wife,
Charles A‘Smith and wife, Evelyn Smith,
Miss Doris B Smith, Alida E Smith, Mrs
Celia Smith,
Mrs
Willard E Smith,
Emerson Smyth, Mrs Geo W Sullivan,
Florence
W S
Sullivan,
Suminsby,
Mrs E J Stephenson, Mrs P Stevens,
Mrs Rodney F
Edward
Suminsby,
Neal Sweeney, jr,
Sweeney, Edward
Madelon Sweeney, Lieut Clifton Stanley
and wife, Bertha Stone, Charles Stewart,
Walter F Stanley and wife. Miss Helen

-Staples.
Helen M

Tripp, Fred Thomas, Frank L
i'homas, Geo E Thomas, Arthur R
1 boons, Grace M
Thomas, Harry A Turner, Annie Jordan Turner, Percy Tboraen.
Alvah E Whitmore and wife, Robert
Webster,Charles U Welch and wife, John
^ Wyman and
wife, Mrs K E Wyman,
Walter A Wells, Mrs Eva C
Wells, Mrs
Annie G
Williams, E M White, Marion 1
.Vood, Mrs Justina A Wells, William E
White, Mabel Ward, Mrs Abbie Wooster,
Miss Marion E
Watson.
Liu wood H
Young and wife.

A REAL IRON TONIC
Like Peptiron

May

Be Juat What You

Need This Spring.

Vian*ne
Hre
health
fll,

°u^ OF
^bcse
r?

loemlcs,

People out of ten
loain& their KriP on

trying

months of awto
exposure
damp,

weather, and association
People in overheated homes.
fj*
blood,
loss of the red corwmVSH? w
nerves, loss of apd,?zy fe®Unga In the head,
loudly
S ai*d call for the real
nourishment that
T,
8lrenp,l|
Wil‘ «lve >ou11 ‘s a won,wP„ T°n
<orfectiv® of anemic tendency,

sJt5f®p®d
rril^KiuV

i.qi^U

languor,

paieneas.

eptiron

nerve exhaustion.

restores the red cor'? «»« Mood and gives a
natural vigor and
snap that keeps
ma*tes you cheery and
helpful to your family and friends,
h~,.£°,'irlb,'?te® wonderfully to tha
*

ih?JLh

°f

Peptiron

*’}• Pemember this ona
positively true—
Is Tiu11^
a real Iron tonic.

next

can

Did You Earn This Much?

Every

unmarried person who received Income averaging $19.25 a week
during 1918 and every married couple
who Jointly received Income averaging
$38,50 a week should secure at once
from the nearest Deputy Collector or
the nearest hank a blank Form 1040 A.
That form contains the Information he
will need to enable him to figure his
correct net Income and any tax that he
owes the Government.
The luw requires that every unmarried person who had a net Income of
$1,000 or over and every married person whose net Income was $2,000 or
over (Including the Income of husband
or
wife and the earnings of minor
children, If any) must make a return
on or before March 15th.
And this requirement does not hinge on whether
the person owes a tax.

exempt.
Deductions Include ordinary and necessnry business expenses. Interest paid
or accrued on Indebtedness, taxes of
all kinds except Federal Income and
taxes and assessments
excess profits
for local benefits, losses actually sustained, debts ascertained to be worthless and depreciation on buildings, machinery, fixtures, etc., used In business.
A further deduction Is allowed for contributions to corporations operated for
religious, charitable, scientific or educational purposes or for the prevention
of cruelty to children or nnlmals to an
amount not exceeding 15 per cent of
the taxpayer's net Income as computed
without the benefit of the contribution
deduction.
The taxpayer Is not allowed to deduct any personal, living or family expense, any amount spent for improving
property or making good Its exhaustion for which an allowance Is claimed
under depreciation.

Figuring the Tax.

HE

“GERMAN DOGS”

neiurns.

*****************

A

★
★
★
★
★

*

INCOME TAX PAYS
FOR PUBLIC BENEFITS.

*

In

Its
the

largest

★ and shortsighted viewpoint can *
★ the individual propose to him- ★
★ self the evasion of tax liability ★
A as a desirable course of action.” *
★ —Daniel C. Itoper, Commission- *
*
★ er of Internal Revenue.
*

i

II

V

^

-X-.:

-i^v

£>

Wwlffn Newipapr

Union']

Kaiser Bill and Crown Prince, two
Germun dogs that were so christened
by Private Robinson Cleve and Daniel

***************

Sioux Falls, S. D.—Refusing to live
longer In Lincoln township, Douglas
county, because it is populated almost
exclusively with persons of German
birth or descent, William McMahon, a
farmer of the township, announces
that he has sold his farm in “Germany,” as he terms the township, and
will locate where the English language
Is spoken.
McMahon has felt lonely since the
election In November. When the vote
in Lincoln township It
was counted
wus found thnt he had cast the only
Republican vote and that all other
electors In the township had, voted the
Nonpartisan league ticket, which Is
alleged to have been backed by every

German and pro-German.
Nelson of the Five Hundred and Thirty-ninth engineers and Three Hundred
Dog Attacks Airplane.
and Seventy-second infantry, who capTulsa, Okla.—A bulldog seized the
Germans.
tured these dogs from the
[ propeller of one of a fleet of five airwere
these colored soldiers
Both
planes from Fort Sill just as they were
wounded in action and returned to leaving.
The machine was wrecked
this country aboard the transport and the dog killed. The fleet had to
George Washington.
delay their trip back to the fort until
a new blade had been installed.

FARMS FOR BRITISH SOLDIERS
Bill Providing for Big Subsidies to Bo
Introduced in Parliament.

*

*
and *
truest sense,
payment of ★
taxes is payment for benefits *
Only from f.
received or expected.
a narrow and essentially selfish *
“Viewed

DOESNT LIKE GERMANS

South Dakota Farmer Objects tc
Neighbors, Sells His Place and
Will Move Away.

|

and others who paid
or sine
wages, salaries, rents, Interest
liar determinable gntns In an amount
of $1,000 or over during 1918 to any
return
person must file an information
with the Government. Blanks nmy be
secured from the Collector.
Every partnership must file a return
showing its income and deductions and
the name and address of each partner,
with his share of the profits or losses
service
during the past year. Personal
corporations will file similar information for 1918.

★

Price, including

paper and

500 sheets
“
1000

special printing:

$2.2-5 ; naif-pound size, $2.00
size,
pound
“
“
“

3.50;

OAK POINT.
Charlotte Clark has been visiting
friends at Indian Point the past week.
Mrs. Alta Marshall, with little daughter, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Harold
Mrs.

Higgins.
Young and wife of New York are
occupying the furnished house of Mrs.
Carl

Winnie

“

3.00

factory.
Capt. David Marshall and wife are
visiting their daughters, Mrs. March and
Ladd.

Mrs.

London.—flans have been perfected
for the Introduction In parliament of
a bill granting subsidies amounting to
millions of pounds sterling for the
purchase of sma*ll farms for men discharged from the British army, according to announcement here. The measure will be given precedence in parliament, it is said. While the government will bear the cost of the work.
It Is said, local authorities will be
asked to assist In carrying out details.

Tractor and Sled Solve
Blocked Line Problem
Cottonwood Falls. Kan.—VVhen
the recent heavy snow fall blocked the electric line between this
city and Strong City, Frank
Hoet. living here, quickly solved
the transportation problem. He

attached his big tractor to a big
sleigh 18 feet long, and carried
passengers between the two
From eighteen to thirtytowns.
five people were accommodated
on each trip.

Said to Be Better Than Starch.

By boiling seaweed with carbonate
of soda, and treating the filtered solution with sulphuric acid, a substance
Is produced that has more viscosity
than starch or even gum arable, and
that can be profitably employed in
stiffening various textile fabrics.

Hopkins.

Norwood and Frank Colson, who
have been in McKinley the past year,
are here getting clams for the McKinley
Alvin

The Golden Rule club social recently
held at Mrs. Ladd’s was a success. The
receipts were |19.06. Mrs. Sewall T.
Royal of Ellsworth won the quilt.
March 4.
X. X.

Changed Cars.
A little girl was greatly pleased over
the opportunity to accompany her
mother on a visit to the city, where
they spent a few days, and upon her
return to her home she said: “Oh, daddy, we had such a nice time; we went
in the sleeper and we came home in
the sitter.’’

ahbcrtiamitnta,

HEALTH

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Nathan Collar has gone to Machias to
work.
J. T. Clark, who has been visiting his
Harry in West Franklin, is home.

son

Christian Endeavor meetings

being
held in the scboolhouse Sunday evenings.
Henry Jellison has purchased a span of
horses and is hauling his pulp wood to the

MAY' BE

BOUGHT!

are

House document No. 192 (formerly No.
before the State legislature provides
station.
better health protection for the people of
March
T.
Maine, through the employment of at
3._
j least one trained Health Officer in every
MOUNT DESERT FERRY.
I County in ttfe State. The cost as covered
Harvard L. Carter of this place, teacher
! in the appropriation, would be only twelvev
of mathematics in the junior high school
cents a year for each person in the State.
at Old Town, passed a successful examiTelephone, telegraph, or write your
nation for superintendency grade certirepresentative in Augusta if you want
and
ficate Jan. 31,
received his certificate
him to support this bill for Health Pro*
March 1. Mr. Carter has had twenty*
tection.
three

years’ experience

high

school work.

new

field is assured.

His

in

graded

success

22)

and

in

this
Maine

Anti-Tuberculosis Association

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Russell Beale, who baa employment in
Bangor, is at home,
Mr*. S. W. Clement ia spending
days in BluehilL
Mrs. A.

visiting

is

B.

few

a

Merrill of Brookline, Mass.,
parentB, F. S. Beale and

her

wife.
March 3.

L.
WEST SURRY.

Trundy has arrived

B. W.

home

from

up-river.
A

PLUMBING*
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK: HONEST

Personal attention to all details. Telephoneor mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

daughter was born Feb. 19 to Mr. and
E. Leach of Lowell, Mass. [Eva

Mae.]
Feb. 24.

L.

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.

Telephone 173-2.

Mrs.SA.

Ellsworth Steam
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANIN6

Beware of Gathering Rust.
Goods called for and delivered
Any machine, neglected and teft Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
standing idle, soon gathers rust. As

the rust accumulates It exercises a State Street,
Ellsworth, Me
It eats into part
corrosive action.
after part of the machine, which pres- sav e:
is/io ney
ently is good for nothing. Had tt been by having your clothing repaired. Clothes
regularly used that piece of machincost money now; have your old suits overery would have lasted much longer.
hauled. [Repairing fur garments a specialty
Idleness has been its destruction. So
DAVID FRIEND
Is it with the human machine.—ExMain Street

change.

a

Immediateness, which no other help given in any other stage of human life can possibly give.”

—
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TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, for furutshiug Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
A gent
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HERRICK—At Brooklin, Feb 28, Amos T Herrick. aged 88 years, 2 months.
JOHNSON—At Bucks port, Feb 28, Mrs Gladys
Abbott Johnson, aged 37 years.
Washburn, Feb 24, Miss
PERKINS —At
Cynthia Perkins, of Castine, aged 26 years.
At
W HITE
Bangor, March 1, Pauline,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Fred N White, of
Sullivan, aged 10 years, 11 months, 17 days.
Feb 26,
East Bucksport,
HUBBARD —At
James F Hubbard, aged 24 years.
—

aiitoemscmitus.

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer- in

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets

andJMaikers

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.
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Portland.Ar
ADAIR—At Bar Harbor, Feb 25, James Adair,
aged 68 years.
BARNARD—At Orland, Feb 26, Adriel F Barnard, aged 24 years, 5 months, 7 days.
DANIELS—At Bucksport, Feb 22, Mrs Myra
R Daniels, aged 90 years, 3 months, 7 days.
HINDES—At Albany, Ore, Feb 9, Mrs Mary
Wood Hindes, formerly of Orland, aged 23

4
4
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Hancock.
Franklin Road
WaHh'gt'n June
Ellsworth.
Ellsworth Falla
Nicolin.
Qreen Lake
Phillips Lake.
McKenzie’s.
Holden.
Brewer June.

Bangor.a*

ni Kn.

me

WALKER D. HINES. Olrecto, Gunralof Railroads
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

...

LUFKIN—REDMAN—At Freeoort, Feb 1. by

Ellsworth,

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION

■

RINDLE-COLE—\t South Orrington. Feb
22. by Rev W A MoGraw, Miss Lelia M
Grindie to Ernest A Cole, both of Bucks-

S C O T T’

SPECIALTY MADE OP

Removed

CUNNINGHAM—At Orland, Feb *, to Mr
and Mrs Franklin Cunningham, a son
DOUGLAS—At Lamoiue, March 4, to Mr and
Mrs Harold H Douglas, a son.
GRAY—At Orland, Feb 28, to Mr and Mrs
Linwood Gray, a son. [John Linwood.)
GRAY—At Bucksport, Feb 21, to Mr and Mrs
Herman Gray, a daughter.
[Edna Josephine. |
Mr
and Mrs
MeGRAW—At Surry, March 3, to
S A McG/aw, a son.
At Stoniugton, Feb 13, to Mr and
SMITH
Mrs Ernest N Smith, a daughter.

Ellsworth.

ProffBBional CarSe.

Golden Deed.

Phillips Brooks said: “He who helps
child helps humanity with a distinct-

HORN.

Employers

*
★

Best quality lied Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

ness, an

tax.
Mouse

great attention among the civilians.
General Sends for Him and Gives
In Treves, Coblenz and other places,
Him
Commission
Decorated
during the early days of the occupaWith Order of St. Michael
tion, crowds assembled wherever any
and St. George.
negro soldiers stopped in the streets,
and It was necessary for the military
London.—The story of a colonel of police to enforce the orders prohibiting gatherings in the public thoroughAustralian Infantry who was woundfares." Even yet in Coblenz nnd Treves,
ed In the Gallipoli campaign and sent
where there are a number of negro
back to Australia, but who concealed
soldiers, the negroes attract crowds of
his rank and re-enlisted as a private
German children every time they apto
serve
with the Australians in
France, has added to the esteem in pear In the streets.
The German soldier also regards the
which Australians are held In London.
negro with great curiosity. According
Col. Charles Melville Mac Naghten,
to a discharged German soldier in
the hero of the story, is hailed as a
Rengsdorf, the German army, early In
man of gallantry and grit.
the war, offered a reward of 400
He was the son of Sir Melville Mac
marks for the capture alive of each
chief
of
the criminal investiNaghten,
negro. The discharged German soldier
gation department of Scotland yard, said that
throughout the war German
says the Daily Mall, and was practicsoldiers lived in great fear, and even
ing law in Australia when the war beterror, of the negroes, and It was In
He was the major In command
gan.
order to overcome this fear that reof the First brigade which landed at
wards were offered.
Anzac Cove on Gallipoli peninsula.
One evening on the front a scouting
Within two days he was wounded
party, consisting of ten Germans, inthree times. After recovery In Engcluding the discharged soldier, encounland he returned to Gallipoli and led
tered two French negroes. In a fight
his battalion in their immortal charge
which followed one of the negroes esat Lone Pine.
caped, the other being taken prisoner.
Ordered Back to Australia.
In the fight two of the Germans left
After the evacuation of Gallipoli he
their comrades and ran to the protection of their own trenches, but these.
served for a time In Egypt and was
It was explained, were young soldiers
sent from there to England, suffering
and untrained.
from wounds and fever. Surgeons reThe reward of 400
fused him permission to return to ac- : marks
was
divided
subsequently
tlve service, and he was sent to Ausamong the remaining six Germans for
trails as second In command of an ! capturing the French negro.
Australian training camp.
One day he slipped away from the
FORM CLOTHES TO BE VOGUE
camp and Joined a replacement battalion In Queensland under the name
Plump Gentlemen May Need “Stayif
of Charles Melville, and soon afterto Get Away With Neweet In
on
back
In
ward was
England training
Masculine Adornment.
Salisbury plain as Private Melville.
He was quickly promoted to be corAtlantic City, N. J.—Form clothes
poral, and one day was asked by his will be
the vogue during the present
commanding officer:
year. So decree the National Associa“Corporal, do you think you could tion of Merchant
Tailors, which Is disdrill this company?”
cussing styles in annual convention
the
a
commanded
brigade,
Having
| here.
corporal put the company through Its
All delegates emphasize the form fithe
was.
paces like the veteran
ting trend of the time. Some of them
went so far as to suggest that mature
Recognized by Officers.
Bock In France again, he was rec- gentlemen of a plump, If not corpuognized by officers who had known : lent, tendency will need “stays” to gel
him In Gallipoli as the daring and
away with the newest things In mascusoldier
brilliant
they had called line adornment.
“Fighting Mac.” General Birdwood,
According to the terms of the trade
with whom he had served at Lone
masculine styles for the ensuing
Pine, sent for him and gave him a 12 months are to be sprightly without
Not
commission.
long afterward Conspicuousness;
without
dashing
Colonel Mac Naghton was again sent
verging on extremes; youthful in temas an invalid to England, where he
perament and Inspirational. In place
was summoned to Buckingham palace
of the inevitable summer flannels oi
to receive from the king a decoration
the past men will wear recreational
as a companion of the order of St.
raiment, fashioned of silk, fine linens,
Michael and St. George, which had
and other delicate fabrics. Even the
been conferred upon him several
prosaic sack suit of business Is tc
have a “swing” imparted to It by a
years before for his gallantry at Gallipoli.
high waistline and a long vent back.
While serving In the ranks In
But it is in sporty toggery that the
France as “Corporal Melville” he had
styles are going to go the limit. Coate
been personally* congratulated by the
will be strapped and tabbed and plaitcommanding general for valor al ed. Riding coats are to have flaring
Messines ridge.
skirts, a back vent running to the high
Mac Naghten’s fighting days are
waistline, diagonal jetted pockets, ant
now over and he Is compelled to recupon both sides ’with an additional
ognize this fact, for, as one of his outside pocket, neatly flapped, to carry
men
put It, “he is riddled like a change.
colander and It Is only his fighting
spirit which keeps him alive.”

j

are

Business

Witli the American Army of Occupation.—Wherever American negroes
have appeared in the area occupied by
the Americans they have attracted

IS RECOGNIZED IN FRANCE

Printed At

Paper

The American Office

New Attract Great Attention in Occupied Sections of
Germany.

j

Taxable Income.

Before figuring the normal tax the
dividends are deducted as credits from
net income, together with the personal
exemption. As in previous years, dividends of domestic corporations are exempt from normal tax when received
by the stockholder.
The normal tax rates for citizens
and residents are as follows: On the
first $4,000 of net Income In excess of
the credits the rate is G per cent; on
any further taxable Income the rate is
12 per cent.
The surtax rates apply to net income of each Individual in excess of
The personal exemption nnd
$."..000.
the dividends are not deductible before
computing surtax. In the case of returns by husband and wife, the net
income of each Is considered separately In computing any surtnx that may
Form 10«f*hould be used for
be due.
making returns of net Income exceedlag $5,000, and the Instructions on that
form will show how to figure the sur-

Butter

—

Individual must Include under
gross Income all gains, profits and income derived from salaries, wages or
compensation for personal service of
whatever kind and In whatever form
paid or from professions, vocations,
business, sales or dealings In property
of all kinds. Interest, rent, dividends
or
profits derived from any source
whatever. Very few items of Income

j

Offer Reward for Each Colored
Soldier Captured.

Fights Again.

“Don’t wait until the final due date.
Mar 'h 15th, for paying your Income
Tax and making your return.
Avoid
the last minute rush. Any person can
figure out his liability toduy as well as

■*n

Mrs Minnie

Royal, E F Redman and wife, Caroline
H Redman, Mrs. Lettie A Rumill, Miss
Edna L Rumill, Hortense
Richardson,
W H Rankin, Marion Ramsdell.
A E Spurling and wife, J L Simmons
and wife, Mrs Frances E Somerby, Fred
A Somerby and wife, Dr F F Simonton
and wife, Harry 8 Scammon, Miss Celia
Scammon, F W Sawyer and wife, Harvey
S Saunders and wife, Misses Ella and

Suffer Penalty.

‘Sbbnfgcuimte.

RUSS- FEAR NEGROES

Squarely Up to Every Individual Anzac Colonel
Wounded and Orto Get Busy by March 15
dered Home Enlists and

Halpin.

Augustus E Jones, Ella F Jordan, Mrs
PA Joy, Georgie Jones, L F Jones, J H
Jones.
Mrs Fred H Kendrick, Villa Klaus.
R Gene Lopaus and wife, Mrs Annie
R Lopaus C L Lawson and wife, Miss
Khoda Lawson, Miss Ruth Lawson, John
R Leighton and wife, K 9 Leighton and
wife, Mrs C L Lewis, Lyman L Lord,
Owen P Lyons. John M Leith, Mary K
Leitb, Edgar T Lothrop, Harriette Dyer
Lydon, Hollis J Lord, Gay P Leslie.
Lieut E J Morrison and wife, Frank McCarthy and wife,Oacar L Martin, Florence
Martin, Henry J Mack, Mrs Robert J
Maxwell, Lieut Robert L Maxwell, ASA,
reserve military aviator, Capt C B
Mitchell, Mrs N A Mitchell, Helen McAuiiffe,
Mary E McDonald, Albert M Murch, Miss
K Mullen, Mrs Hiram McGlaudin, Mrs
Mary E Millen, Chas A Morse, F H Milliken, Mrs Louise Patten Marden.
Frederick H Osgood and wife, Evelyn

|

WINS FAME AND
WAN DECORATION
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Sullivan.ar .!.
Sorrento.
Bar Harhor .ar.
I Stop,
•Daily.
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on signal or on notice to
* Dally, except Sunday.

DANA C.

••

condhetor.

DOUOl-ASS,
Federal Manager.

_

M. L. HARRIS.
General Paaseuger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

"Boys” Got Good American Food.
If the American mother could come
face to face with some of the women
cooking meals for her aoidler boy at
the T. M. C. A. hut over here it
would gladden her heart, (Bays a London (Eng.) correspondent
They would prove to the American
mother that her boy while here l« getting real good old “Yankee Doodle"
meals, cooked by real American mothers Just like herself.
These women—most of them American volunteer workers—supply about

aoticTtiecmfmet.

Women Should Take
care to keep free from headache, backache, constipation, weakness and depression.

special

For these recurring ailments and other conditio':' peculiar to women, Beec'ham s Pills are a
1 hey act gently
tes‘ 'd and effectual remedy,
and bowels,
liver
an: promptly on the stomach,
and exert a tonic, strengthening effect on the
bodily functions. These famous pills are purely
vegetable, contain no habit-forming drug, and
produce no disagreeable after-effects. Women
the world over, find needed help and strength in

jj

2,500 meals a day. besides hundreds
of “teas" (yes, mothers, he’s got the
English tea habit now; you’ll have to

jj
j,

when he
give him tea every afternoon
meals.
gets back), luncheons and night
The “chief cook" is Hon. Mrs. Ar*
tbur Coke, and her specialty is griddle cakes “fit for a king.” One month
recently she turned out 20,000 of them,
six of which were eaten by no less a
personage than King George himself.
The king and queen recently visited
Eagle hut. They gave the king three of
the cakes. He cleaned his plate and
came back for a ‘‘refill.”

*

i

|j

Beeepanfi Ptlls j
"

Largeet

Sale of

Any

Medicine in the World"

Special Value to Women
Sold by druggi*t* throughout the world.
Direction* of

COUNTY NEWS

spell
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BROOKL1N.
re-

Mrs. E. B. Kane, who has been ill, is
better.
Private Virgil Gray of Naskeag, who
has been overseas, is at home.
Willis Gray, who is in the merchant
is at home on a month’s vacation.

marine,

Clarence

ing

S.

Stanley

of New

York

is

visit-

E. McFarland and wife.

in

Mrs. Stephen Cousins, who has been
Visiting her mother in Syracuse, N. Y.,
returned home Saturday.
Private Ray Griffin, who has been
stationed in a camp in the South, is at
home.
Miss Esther Pease came home Monday,
after visiting her aunt, Mrs. Austin
at Bluehill Falls.

Mrs. Ralph Townsend and baby, who
have spent the winter in Bluehill with
Mr. Townsend’s parents, came home Fri-

the

daughter, Mrs.
Bertha Fielding of Portland, and three
sons, William E. and Frank A., of this
He

home.

leaves

place, and
leaves

one

one

Daniel of

Portland.

He also

brother in Portland.

The students and teachers of Brooklin
high school presented “The Farmerette”
at I. O. O. F. hall, Friday evening, to a
well-filled house. The play was much enjoyed, all parts being well taken. The
A

proceeds were for the
followed, with music by Bluehill

dance

orchestra.

Ice-cream

and

home- made

candy were sold. Net proceeds of the
evening, about ffiO. Between the acts
readings were rendered by Miss Elizabeth
Cole, and singing by Masters John and
Walter Staples. At the close, five young
ladies' dressed in

white with red, white
sashes, posed while the “Star
Spangled Banner” was sung behind the
screen.
Much praise is due Miss Gray,
the assistant, who has worked hard drilling
the students. A littie later it is planned
to present Mrs. Tubbs Does Her Bit.”
Mar 3.
Une Femme.
and

blue

day.

MANSET.

A. H.

Mayo and wife, who.visited their
in Ajo, Ariz., two months, have

daughter

arrived home.

They were accompanied
by their grandson, Master Robert Morgan.
Lewis Ciosson has purchased the house

of Delmont Carter. Mr. Carter has moved
his family into the place he recently purchased of the heirs of the Freeman Hig-

gins

and in

community

the

be

He will

farmer.

a

senior class.

Miss Musa Dollard, who has been visiting at South Paris and Livermore Falls,
returned home Sunday.

Chatto,

the life of

missed

Mrs. Albion Gray and Miss Madge
turned from Rockland Saturday.

never fully rallied.
Brooklin all his life, fol-

which he

He had lived in

lowing

l

with Every Box.
In Boxes, 10c., 25c.

are

estate.

Lient. Clifton Stanley and wife of New

York, who have been visiting Mrs.
Stanley’s parents, Lewis Candage and
wife, at North Brooklin, have returned
home. Lieut. Stanley was present at the
Surrender of the German fleet.
Miss Rachel Cole and Charles Cousins
married at South Penobscot Feb.
14 by Rev. Chester Smith. Their many
friends extend congratulations. They
were tendered a surprise
party Tuesday
evening which was an enjoyable affair.
They are keeping house in Miss Georgene
Traver’s house.
were

Amos Herrick died at the home of his
Frank, with whom he lived at his
old home, late Friday evening, Feb. 28, at
the age of eighty-three years. Mr. Herrick had been in failing health a long
time. Last Tuesday he had a sinking

Fred Noyes is home for a few .days
from Camp Fairview, La tty’s Cove.
Stillman Dolliver is home from
where he bas had

Derby
Wilma

are

Bath

employment.

Stanley,

daughter
Harrington.

wife

home from

and

RmI "Sky Pitot.”
A preacher literally comet down out
of the heavent to preach the Gospel
to American aviator* In Borland.
He It Rev. Reginald Crew, American
Y. M. C. A. pastor-aviator, who met
from one aviation camp to another,
holding religious service* for the
"boy*." He ha* no long-dlatance record, but he has flown at far at thirty
mile* between camp* for a prayer
meeting.

Arriving at a camp, he frequently
gives his Tank blrdmen congregation,
thousands of feet below, a preliminary
exhibition In the “corkscrew," “loopthe-loop," “apple-turnover" and other
fancy stunts. That insures their attention.
Then he volplanes to earth, climbs
out of his chariot, removes his football headgear and starts "church.” The
boys call him the “sky pilot” He la a
great favorite and they eagerly flock
to

_5.

An Allied Uniform.
In a vaudeville theater at one of the
French porta there waa a comedian
who had an act which he called "Le
Nouvel Unlforme.” He wore a French
eteel helmet topped with the cock
feathers of the Itallana. Bis coat and
About his
breeches were of khaki.
waist was slung a Scotch sporran. He
The top Of one
wore golf stockings.
was the pattern of the French flag and
the other of the American flag.
And
he sang a song about the beach at
Waikiki—a Frenchman's interpretation of an American Idea of Hawaiian
harmony! Certainly nothing coaid
have been more allied.—Roy S. Durstlne, In Scribner's Hagaalne.

Mr. and Mrs. Farrar have returned home

Monhegan.
Gladys Whitmore has been visiting in
Bangor the past week.
Pvt. John A. Noyes has received his discharge from service and returned home
from Camp Knox, Ky.
Pvt. Everett Torrey is in the hospital at
Camp Devens. He is expected home in
ibout a week or ten days.
Everett Stanley, John Lee and George
Whitmore are enjoying a business trip to
Bangor, Portland, Boston and New York.
A missionary concert was held at the
Union church Sunday evening, with a fine

Celtic Isle.
The smallest dependency of France
Is the He d’Hoedle, situated at the east
of Belle isle.
Its population is 238.
The people do not speak French, but
Celtic. Fishing is the principal Industry, and all the inhabitants are provided with food at an inn managed by
the women. The town has no streets.
The houses are mostly of mud.

attendance.

Here

From

March 3.

CATARRH VANISHES

Lilac.

Gray's Sweet Powders for Chil-

If

TREMONT.
Rita Farley left Saturday to visit at
Camp Devens.
Miss

Capt. John Latty
to

has gone to Rockland
attend the navigation school.

Harry Latty and children visited
parents at Beech Hill last week.
The local union of Christian Endeavor
will meet at Bar HArbor on March 8.
Mrs.

dren
For

feverishness, bad stomach, teething
disorders, move and regulate the bowels and
are a pleasant remedy for worms.
Used by
mothers for 30 years. They never fail. At all
druggists. Sample FREE. Address Mother
Gray Co., LeRoy, N. Y.

her

Feb. 24.

K.

One

is

Treatment

you

want

to

drive catarrh and all its

it for the first time are astonished.
Hyomei is a pure, pleasant antiseptic,
which is breathed into the lungs over the inflamed membrane; it soothes the sore spots,
and heals all inflammation.
Don’t suffer another day with catarrh; the
disease is dangerous and often ends in consumption. Start the Hyomei treatment today. No stomach dosing, no sprays or
douches; just breathe it—that’s all. Ask C.
E. Alexander.

use

INSTANT
POSTUM

Table
Drink

No raise in
same

price,but

value

as

the

always.

Made insiantly-no boilind needed.
No waste. No left-overs xo -throw
away. Contains nothing harmful to health. Always ready for

c^uick

service

When

your table
ordering
not consider

eraoe,

All

disgusting symptoms from your system in
the shortest possible time, go to your drug*
gist and ask for a Hyomei outfit today.
Breathe Hyom ei and let it rid you of catarrh; it gives such quick relief that all who

asbertmmtnta

Economy’s'

That

Sufferers Can Rely Upon.

Bon

Mother

services.—Exchange.

COLONEL PACKED
FOOD TO MEN
Soldier Lauds the Bravery o!
Leader of Chicago

Regiment.

WENT FORWARD UNDER FIRE

why

Postum. “There’s

a

JLqjal hotter*.

INSURANCE

CO.

I’Rokatk
is

WATMTOWN, N. T.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.

$

44,70ft 8ft
507 932 00
98.82ft 60
4,728,212 22
646.1 fW 67
871,472 08
66.978 90
18,009 97

Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets.

♦6,371324

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

99
42

'202,905

♦6,168,419
Admitted assets,'
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1918.
♦ 487,170
Net unpaid losses,
2,872.691
Unearned premiums.
377,700
All other liabilities,
600.000
Cash capital.
1,930,858
Surplus over all liabilities.

57
1ft
27
00
00

15

noticks.

hereby given that the folio*u
Notice
appointment* have heeu made {,» w*
Probate Court within and for the
e

Hancock, State of Maine:

Total liabilities and

$6,168,419 67

surplus,

MASSACHUSETTS BONDING
ANCE CO.

Sure They Got It.

&

INSUR-

BOSTON, MASS.

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.

New York.—That Col. Joseph B.
Sanborn, commander of Chicago’s old
First Illinois National Gnard regiment,
personally carried food to his men
through terrific fire In that engagement at Chlpilly ridge In August, when
Chicago’s noted regiment was shot to
pieces, was the story told by Sergt. C.
William Keane of Chicago, who recently arrived here on board a transport from France.
Keane, who was a student at Notre
Dame university until Villa cut loose
In Mexico, has several heroic feats to
his own credit, but he attributes his

bravery to Colonel Sanborn’s Inspiring leadership. Keane had the Military cross pinned on his breast by
King George on the same day that
General Pershing was made a Knight
of the Bath. He also wears the American D. S. C. Keane has lost his right

leg.
Tells of 8anborn’s Bravery.
His story was fold by a buddy or
his In the One Hundred and Thirtyfirst Infantry, but young Keane Interrupted with:
“Say, If yon were fighting under a
man like Colonel Sanborn, our commander, you couldn’t help pitching in
with every drop of blood In your body.
Do you know what Colonel Sanborn
did at Chlpllly ridge In August, when
We
our outfit was so badly shot up?
were up there with nothing to eat or
drink for a couple of days until Colonel Sanborn personally brought rations to us on his back under the most
terrific fire that I ever experienced.
“He did that because he wanted to
be sure that the food would reach us
and he figured the best way to make
Who
sure was to carry It himself.
wouldn't fight like the devil under a
commander like that?"
Keane went to the Mexican border
with the First and re-enlisted later for
overseas service. He was decorated by
King George for his work at Hamel on
July 4 when the One Hundred and
Thirty-first was brigaded with Australians.

Keane Rescues Wounded.
Keane had charge of directing the
work of stretcher bearers. Party after
party of them went Into No Man’s
Tend that day and failed to return.
He
Keane went out to find them.
found them dead, lying across the
stretchers with the wounded men. They
had been killed In their work of mercy
by the Germans. At that moment a
party of Germans made a sortie to
capture Keane, but it ended In his killing several of them, forcing the others
to surrender and to carry the wounded
men
and the stretcher bearers they
had killed back to the allied lines.
He won the American Distinguished
cross In the Argonne on October 10,
when he stood in No Man's Land directing the work of rescue till an explosive bullet shattered his leg.

RELATIVES TO BE INFORMED
War

Department Will Keep Them
Posted on the Condition of
Wounded Soldiers.

Kill* Big Eagle.
Independence, Mo.—A bald eagle,
three feet from the beak to the tip of
his tail and weighing nine and onehalf pounds, was killed by a farm laborer near here. The bird measured
seven feet from tip to tip of the wings
and has been mounted by a taxidermist

$ Cod, Fearing Sharks,
Swallows His Money [J;
$

a

,♦4

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

$5,775368 12

18,500 00

4,305,027 17
890,167
868,261
2373
46.624
164,428
886.500

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.

19

98
81
75
47
82

$6,389,362 80
81,1918.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilitlea,

$1,424,778 22
1,720,083 86
291,617 86
1,500.000 00
452,982 88

Total liabilities and surplus,
$5389,882 80
C. W.AF.L MASON, AGENTS,
Ellsworth, Me.
MACOMBER, FARR A
ERAL AGENTS,

WHITTEN.

GEN-

Angosta, Me.

MIDDLESEX MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY.
CONCORD, MASS.

Incorporated March 8, 1820.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.
Real estate
$ 25.724 36
17,425 00
Mortage loans

Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank
Agents' balances
Interest and rents, accrued
All other assets

601,614 84
18 111 17
39,257 10
7,197 90
62,017 87

Gross assets
Deduct items not admitted

$771,408 22
54,228

28

Admitted assets
$ 717.184 95
LIABILITIES DEC. 81.1918.
Net unpaid losses
$ 6.540 95
Unearned premiums
380,244 83
All other liabilities
184.018 13
216.888 54
Surplus over all liabilities
Total liabilities and surplus
$717,184 96
The unused part of the premium is returned to the policyholder at expiration.
For over forty years, not less than 20 per cent
has been returned on one-year policies. 40 per

three-year policies,land 80 per cent
five-year policies.

cent on
on

UNITED

(Formerly

MUTUAL
FIRE
COMPANY

INSURANCE

BOSTON, MASS.
United Druggists Mutual Fire Insurance

Co.)

STATEMENT

ASSETS, DEC. 81,1918,
Mortgages

$ 4.500

Loans
Stocks and bonds, book value
Cash on hand and in banks
Accounts receivable
Interest accrued
Less unadmitted

00

2.000 00
881.827 10
40.681 40
28,483 10
4,788 02
$412,199 62
8,449 17

assets

$403,750 45
LIABILITIES.
Reserved for losaes'in process of

adjustment

$ 18,466 96

Premium restrve
Reserved for unpaid^bills
Reserved for taxes

128

195 16
876 30
1,000 00

Capital stock

$146,537
100,000

41
00

Net

$246,537
167.218

41
04*

surplus

$408,750 45
$267,213 94
policy holders
HL C. CARLL, AGENT, Augusta. Me.

Surplus

SH
**
qnallficatio"

irw!J

Caroline O. Foster, late of Ellsworth
said county, deceased.
Albert E. Foster «#
said Ellsworth, appointed administrator
the estate of said deceased; date of onails
4
"*
cation February 4, a. d. 1919.
Everard H. (Jreely, late of
Ellsworth.
in
klH rnnntv deceased.
VI
a
said
county,
Ann
Mary
said Ellsworth appointed administratrix J
the estate of said deceased; date of
qualifl
cation February 4, a. d. 1919.'
Martha K. Hamilton, late of .'Surry, m said
James F. Carey of mu
county, deceased.
Burry, appointed administrator of the estate
of said deceased; date of qualification Fvbm
ary 11, a. d. 1919.
Harvey D. Hamor, late of Bar Harbof ic
said countv, deceased
Calvert G. Hamor of
said Bar Harbor, appointed executor of the
last will and testament of said deceased; date
of qualification January 16, a. d. 1919.
Maud L. Harris, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Harold 8. Babcock of said
Castine appointed administrator of the ««•
tate of said deceased; date of qualification
February 4. a. d. 1919.
Charles E. Haskell, late of Deer Isle, in
said county, deceased. Emma F. Haskell of
said Deer Isle, appointed executrix of the
estate of said deceased; date of qualification
February 4, a. d. 1919.
Deborah Houston, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
Ulysses G. Houston
of said Bucks wort, appointed administrator
of the estate or said deceased; date of quail,
flcation February 4, a. d. 1919.
Barker Wardwell, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. William H. Hooper of
said Castine. appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased; date of qualification
February 4, a. d. 1919.
Dated at Ellsworth. In said county this
twenty-sixth day of February, a. d. 1919.
Rot C. Haiisrs, Register.

S

INDIANA LUMBERMEN S MUT. INS. CO.
INDIANAPOLIS* INDIANA.

ASSETS DEC. 8i. 1918.
Real esiMe,
loans.
Mortgage
Cash in office and bank,
Stocks and bonds.
Agents' balances,
Interest and rents.

$ 864100 08
888.150 08
28.429 98
525,700 00
26.465 40
11,089 27

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

$961,284 66

Admitted assets.

$964,378 21

6.908

44.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities,
Surpluaoeer all liabilities,

$ 20,458 00
818,255 79
18,245 51
597,416 91

Total liabilities and

$964,876 21

►}

Eg
fj
5*5
£
X

£«■
*

y

surplu

ORIENT INSURANCE CO.
HARTFORD, COHN.
ASSETS DEC. SI. 191#.
Real eslate,
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank
Agents' balances,
Bills restivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets,

t

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

*5,094,998 45

178,307 88
3,641,213 39
779,38* 03
612,056 60
3.814 16
70,156 38
10,066 11
498,884 42

Admitted assets,
*4,596,114 C3
LIABILITIES DBC. 31,1918.
* 189,263 21
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
2,141,262 8
All other liabilities,
75,900 00
Cash capital,
1,000.000 00
all
liabilities.
1,189,696 43
Surplus over
Total liabilities and
THE

—_

*•

Greelv^
n

NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
"ITTHEREAS, Sidney 8. Bunker of Sullivan
ff
county of Hancock. Slate of Maine, by

hill mortgage deed dated March 19, a. d. ifttf
and recorded in the registry of deeds for Hancock county, in hook 898, page SO, conveyed to
Charles H. Preble in his life time, a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in said Sullivan,
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning on the south side of the road leading to
Franklin at a stake at the northwest corner
of ihe field of George Gordon; thence running
south fifty and one-half (604) degrees east
along the southerly side of said road twer. y.
five feet, more or less, to a post; thence running south thirty-eight and one-half (38>?}
degrees west two hundred and forty-three
feet, more or less, to a stake; thence south
fifty-one and one-half (614) degrees east two
hundred and eighty feet, more or less, to the
fence between land of said Gordon and land
of Elisha Pickering; theoce south thirtyseven (17) degrees and ten minutes west along
said fence one hundred and niaety feet, more
or less, to a stake; thence north sizty-flve (65
degrees west three hundred and eighty feet,
more or less, to the line between Usd of said
Gordon aud land now or formerly of heirs of
John Gordon; thence along said line north
thirty-eight and one-half (384) degrees east
five hundred feet, more or less, to the place of
beginning, including all my land and right*
between said above described parcel and Sullivan river. Excepting and reserving, however, from above described lot a lot described
as conveyed in a deed from Sidney 8. Banker
to Oscar J. Hyson of said Sullivan, containing
five thousand feet, together with the cottage
thereon standing, which deed is dated October 1, a. d. 1903, and recorded in the Hancock County registry of deeds in vol. 881.
Also excepting and reserving tc
page 866.
George Gordon of said Sullvan, aforesaid,
and his heirs, the right of way over the road
upon the lot above described as now laid out
and travelled. This conveyance is made expressly subject to a lease of the lot above described from said George Gordon under the
name ofr'George W. Gordon. Jr ", to the Sullivan Silver Mining Company, UatuU September
20. 1879. and recorded in book 167, page 183. of
Hancock County registry of deeds.
Courses
in above description are by compaas. dated
September 20, 1879. And whereas the snid
Charles H. Preble has since deceased and
the undersigned was on tne twentieth day of
November, 1918. duly appointed administrator
of the estate of the said Charles H. Preble;
and whereas the condition of arid mortgage
has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim
a foreclosure of said
mortgage in behalf of
said estate.
W. B. Blaisdbll. administrator
of estate of Charles H. Preble.
Dated at Sullivan, this 16th day of February, a. d. 1919.

to

MASONIC

surplus.

*4,596,114 03

PROTECTIVE

TION, 18 FRANKLIN ST.,

ASSOC I A-

WORCESTER,

M A88.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1918.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank
Interest and rents
All other assets

NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
Ida M. Ware, of Somerville
Middlesex county, commonwealth of
Massachusetts, by her mortgage deed, dated
the eighth day of January, 1917, and recorded
in the Hancock county registry of deeds in
book 531. page 389, conveyed to me, the uudersigned, two certain parcels of real estate situated in Sedgwick, in said Hancock sounty.
and bounded as follows: "First; A certain
lot or parcel of land, located in the town of
Sedgwick. Being a part of the homestead
formerly owned by David Harding, butted
and bounded as follows:
Beginning on the
south side of the highway near the dwelling
house of Thomas Currier; on the oorner between laud of said
Currier and said David
Harding. Jr.; thence south fifty deg ees esst
twenty-six and a half rods on the line between land of said Currier aud said Harding
sr., to stake and stones; thence south fortyfive degrees west twelve rods to stske snd
atones; thence
north
fifty degrees west
twenty-six and a half rods to said highwsy to
an
the fence; thence northapple tree
by
easterly by said highway to the first bound,
containing two acres, be the same more
or less, with the buildings thereon.
Second.
A oertaln tract or parcel of land situated
in said Sedgwick
and bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the
northeast corner Richard G. Currier’s lot;
thence northeasterly on the same course of
said Carrier’s eastern line to land of the heirs
of Thomas Currier; thence northwesterly by
said heirs land to land formerly of Mary HWare; thence south westerly by said Ware’s
land to land of Richard O. Currier; thence
southeasterly by said Carrier’s land to the
place of beginning, estimated to contain
about three-fouiths of an acre, more or less,"
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now. therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Robkht B. Holmes.
By Peters & Crabtree, his attorneys.
Ellsworth. Me., Feb. 24,1919-

WHEREAS

COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE
Bccxsport, Mb.. Peb. 24.1919.
Babcock ss.
the

duly

undersigned, having
WE,
appointed by the Honorable Bertrand
E.
of
within and for said
been

Clark, judge
probate
county, commissioners to receive and decide

*529,117 50

upon the claims of the creditors of Oscar
P. Cunningham, late of Backsport, in said
county, deceased, whose estate has been

Admitted assets
*728,415 04
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1918.
Net unpaid losses
*214,964 44
Unearned premiums
270,580 65
All other liabilities
39,515 82
Cash capital
100,000 00
108,354 63
Surplus over all liabilities

notice agreeably to the order of the said Judge
of probate, that six months from and after
the
fourth day
of February, a. d. 1919have been
allowed to said creditors to
present and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to the duty assigned ua at the
selectmen’s office, in said Bucksport, on Monday. March 81, 1919, and on Monday, Aug 4.
1919, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, of each
of said days.
William R. Bbaxlby,
Harry H. Carlkt,
Commissioners.

Total liabilities and

THE

220.223 18
9.892 40
1,078 52

Gross assets
Deduct items not admitted

FITCHBURG

Boston.—Tony Grandetto Of
the dory fishing fleet caught a
cod, and in its stomach he found

red to be his own banker. The
other is that the fish picked up
the coin from some ship that had
S been sunk by a submarine.

$

LABILITIES DffiC. 81, 1918.

Washington.—Relatives of sick and
wounded soldiers admitted to military
hospitals In the United States will be
advised of the whereabouts and condition of the patients at the time of admission under a plan soon to be put
Into operation by the war department.
Combined with the order issued by
General Pershing to the men overseas
to write home, it is believed by war
department officials that the plan will
give relatives prompt information as
to all wounded or sick men.
Hospitals in this country, it was announced, would be required to send
cards reporting immediately to the
nearest of kin when a soldier is admitted what his wound or ailment is
and his general physical condition.
Transfers of men from one hospital
to another also will be reported.

gold English sovereign.
Along the waterfront there Is
a difference of opinion.
One is
that the fish feared the sharks
would get his money and prefer-

Real estate,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances,
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

«>antyot

Charlca H. Allen, late of Sullivan in
Alvin T. WnSon of
county, deceased
Sullivan, appointed administrator of the
tate of said deceased: date of
Pebrnary 11, a, d. 1919.
Prank
rank Bradbur;
Bradburv. late of Franklin, in
con nty. deceased.
Frank Bradbury,
said1 Franklin appointed administrator of'th
estate of said deceased; date of qualificatu
1,01
February 4. a. d. 1919.

...

It Was at Chlpilly Ridge, «nd Men
Had Nothing to Eat for Couple of
Days—Colonel Wanted to Bo

•

bevInsiant
Reason"

Emmrann &taumtrt».
agricultural

surplus

MUTUAL

*728,415 04

FIRE

INS.

represented insolvent, hereby

CENTRAL

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Total liabilities and

surplus,

MU-

VAN WBRT, OHIO.

ASSETS DEC.
Real estate.
loans,
Mortgage
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities,

public

MANUFACTURERS
TUAL INS. CO.

CO.

ASSETS DEC. 81.1918.
Real estate.
*
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.

give

81,1918.

Agents’ balances,

Interest and rents,

*295,467 03
31, 1918.
$ 21,121 51
193

as? as

8 241 54
0C

72)246

*295,467 03

Admitted

assets,

*1,224,871 75

LIABILITIES DEC. 81,
81,1918.
Net uupsiu
i’Ci
unpaid losses.
losses,
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities,
Surplusover all liabilities,
Total liabiltiea and

surplus.

»1,B4,*71 76

XHferttummtB

COUNTY NEWS
NORTH ORLANIX
Mnch sympathy is lelt for Mr.
Mrs. Harvey Saunders, who are

A Questionnaire

Falls,
poisoning,

patients ?
5J. Is it prepared for internal as well as external use?
3. Has it a longer record of success than any other?
Is it richer than others in soothing, healing elements ?
5- Is the price the same as I pay for inferior articles?
Is ifc from

|.

doctor’s

a

prescription

for his

death

in the

was

Mr. and Mrs. Saunders
lived here until

at

by accidental
The body

of their young son.
buried here in Granite
were

heie and

ihe many friends of Mr. aud Mrs. J.
R. Hubbard sympathize with them in the
death of their son James, which occurred
Feb. 26 at their home in East Bucksport.
He leaves besides his parents five sisters—
Mrs. Blanche Bowden of Orland, MrB.
Gusta Dresser of East Bucksport, Miss
Mary Hubbard of Bangor, Misses Pearl
and Gertrude, who live at home.

There is only one Liniment you can refer
which will permit your dealer to honestly
answer
yes to every one of the above questions and that is the century old and ever
reliable family friend and favorite
to

of James Mead, died
her daughter in
recently
Mead was well
Quincy, Mass. Mrs.
known hero having lived all her life in
that pert of Dedham which joins this
district. When her health failed, about
Martha, widow

at the home of

JoSinson’s

AoD^Liniment

tw

o

to

years ago. she wem to Massachusetts
live with her only daughter, Mrs.

Alice

I

For Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps, Chills, Sprains,
Strains, Muscular Rheumatism, and many other common ills.

Dell,

who survives

her.

March 3.

G.
EAST OKLAND.

Helen

Miss

Pickering

is

visiting

in

Orono.
A. G. Dunbar

NEWS

COUNTY

with her daughter, Mrs. Ladd, has
Addison.

DeBeck is having

Ur. 3. 9.

bath

a

room

too-human treatment of those three
death.
bear cabs caused early
is
Dunn
recovering slowly
Florence
Mis-*
from an attack of influenza.
The

1

by
Capt. Sawyer, who is spending the winter daughter, returned
with his daughter, Mrs. Lew is Stanley.
March 3.
Town meeting passed quietly. Dinner

a

winter of illness.

Capt.

Dyer

Ed

from Stockton Springs for

is

short

a

and

home

patronized. Receipts, fl5.

daughter,
Mass.

Crabtree,

corps of West
Franklin, also children at the village, will
take part in the drama, “Grandma Gibbs
o 1 the Red Cross,’' Wednesday March 5.
The

boys’

fife and

was

tilled

E.

W.

Sunday
Kenyon

preached. Miss Porter, soloist, was very
pleasing. Mr. Fletcher, the blind musical
director, displayed rare skill.
Army Veteran Kix*n Smith, who
has cared for a dock of sixteen pullets this
winter, feels a bit of pride in their egg
In
production the
past two months.
Grand

January
liT4.

be got 189 eggs and in
total of 463.

a

played selections

was

given

the

in

port

February

March 3.

B.

on

his

March

new

pool

On the

victrola.

All

a

visit

in

Had 1,950,000, France 2,559,000
and Great Britain 1,715,000
Men.

Washington.—America had the second largest allied army on the western
front when the armistice was
signed, according to announcement
made by Gen. Peyton C. March, chief
of staff.
France stood first with
2,559,000 men, the United States seond with 1,950,000 men, and England
third with 1,715,000 men, including
Portuguese. This is an official statement of the situation, and is quite
different from predictions made a
year ago by German military critics
that in uny event the United States
would not be able to place more than
000,000 men In Eurqpe.
“We now have fairly complete reports of the strength of the allied
forces on the western front at the
time of the armistice,” said General
March, “and we find from these reports that the United States force
had passed the force of Great Britain
In strength, and was the second force
in strength on November 11.
These
figures, which I have given to you
are the ‘ration strength,’ meaning they
Include every man who had to be fed
—combatant, noncombatant, medical
men, services of supply men, etc.”

M.

SECRETARY FOR SCOTLAND

Appleby

is

home

from

McClellan.

|

I

re- 1

Rooney.

has

family
Friday.

V/e

room

a com*

returned

from

birthday party

at

evening.
| Capt. Kinney

j

NORTH CASTING.
Webster
lslesboro.

home

on

Mrs. M. F. Dow is visiting her father,
Capt. Babson, at Eggemoggin.
opening
A big crowd enjoyed the Washington
and

made it

3.

Mrs. Daniel

Prvt. James

! Camp

Hne time.

a

drum

The Baptist church
evening when Rev.

[

masquerade ball
evening.

a

Sam Sanford opened hi9
Tuesday evening. He has
lortable, attractive place.

Waltham,

in

at the

NORTH BROOKS V1LLE.

building at noon,

night he treated to cigars and candy,

Frank E. Blaisdell and wife, with little
granddaughter Beryl, are visiting their
Mr*. Paul

the Aid

hall in the

stay.

The Bupper given by Mrs. P. L. Swan’s
Sunday school class Friday evening, was
well

served at

was

Carroll Dunn is in town from Mattawamkeag, and

making repairs

is

T. F. Mason.

Boyd Dunbar left Friday for Brunswick
Millard Spurting, who has been ill the as
delegate to the Y. M. C. A.
past three weeks, ia gaining.
Harvey Ginn and bride will begin house!
Mrs. Granville Higgins, who has been
keeping in the bungalow near the home of
the guest of Mrs. Lewis Ladd, has reMrs. Ginn’s parents.
turned to Brewer.
Mrs. E. L. Pickering, who was called to
Mr. Ober returned last week to care for Orono
illness in the
of her

bis home.

Martin Dyer is able to be out, after

home o(

turned to

FRANKLIN.
installed at

re-

Western Front
French.
by

Only Exceeded

cemetery.
both born

few years ago.

a

YANKEE ARMY SECOND

and

living

the

2Uibrttiznnent8.

Goodell’s hall

Saturday

Mrs. Flavilla Herrick has returned to
lslesboro after £ visit with her granddaughter, Mrs. Greyson Webster.

If all the tired, overworked, run-down women in
this community could realize how our delicious
Vinol, which contains Beef and Cod Liver Pep
tones, Iron and Manganese Peptonates and Glycerophosphates supplies the vital elements necessary
to enrich the blood and create
working strength,
we wouldn’t be able to supply the demand.
Dukedom, Terra.
“I live on s farm and keep house
for six in my family. I got into a
nervous, run-down condition so it
seemed as though I would die. A
friend advised me to try VinoL I
have been greatly improved by its
use and am better and stronger in
every way.”—Mrs. H. H. Goodwin.
jror all

Mi1-

Wrins
Seal

hi

Ridley spent

Ida Stanley spent
Duck Island.

Harvard Beal has
Duck

w»ek

a

recently

Levi Cole and

moved

bis

family

to

Island.

Frank Johnson and wife returned from
MagMchusetts last we«K.

Ralp^i Bulger,
in

Hath,

is

who

home for

a

ha

>

been

employed

week.

William Bulger, who has been in Mas-

•acboaetlh,

Saturday.
gone to Upton,

returned home

wife, who have been living in Camden, have moved into the house
owned by Ueorge Cole.
Cecil Annis and family, ^vho have been
living in Portland are home. Mr. Annis
had the misfortune to break one of his
Ungers.
Feb. 24.
Most

L.

disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure
blood. Burdock Blood Bitters as a cleansing
blood tonic, is well recommended. #1.25 at

Mrs. Alta Bunker has
to
Vint tier daughter, Mrs. Cnartes Hulbert.
M
who **ai moit fh*» winter all stores.—Adr(.

so

NEWS! Alonzo,
Bluehill

of Portsmouth, N. H., went to
Friday to visit thei r sister, Mrs*
Vietta Duffy.

COUNTY

PENOBSCOT.

March 3.

Miss Jeanette Sellers has returned from
an extended visit in Brewer and Bangor.

Wardwell, nurse, is home from
Castine where she has been six weeks.
Mrs. Ida

There will

be

C. A.C.
PARTRIDGE COVE.

Walker and Allard Springer, em^
ployed in Enfield, were home for the
week-end.
Neil

meeting of Penobscot j

a

Kenneth Young, who has been home a
S., Friday evening, March 7.
has returned to Surry to work in
Wendell G. Varnum, w’ho has been in week,
the mill.
France seven months, has received his
honorable discharge, and is home.
March 3.
Hubbard.
Earle Bridges, another of our boys recently returned from France, has received
&>toerti8nnent&.
his honorable discharge
and is at his

chapter, O.

E.

GOULDSBOKO.

C.

her

mother,

Newell Leighton left for New York toto go overseas in a transport.

Hubert tsnnem

day,

There

birthday sociable and entergrange hail Feb. 22.
Proceeds, f22, for the church.
Feb. 24.
Eittah.
was a

tainment in

the

_

Leigh Coffin, who has been employed in
the woods by Leigh Willey of Cherry held,
is home.

Guptill

Maurice
home

has moved

But in these times when it is necessary to economize so closely we arc
sure you will be glad to know that such
value.

employed.
How

reliable household specific as the True
“L.F.” Atwood Medicine can be bought
everywhere; that it may be depended upa

on

to

nesses

ilies.

relieve many of the everyday illthat are bound to occur in all famIt is very highly commended for

Irving Young

family

and

Shirley

visiting

are

Stewart

home

has gone to fill

GREECE WANTS U. S. CHASERS
Purchase Speedy Boats No
Longer Needed by American Navy.

Seeks to

indigestion, disordered liver, clogged intestines, constipation, colds, headache and
Paris.—Greek naval authorities have
impure blood.
Buy today, the genuine
UL. F.” made by the L. F. Medicino Co., been examining American submarine
chasers which have been in the AdriPortland, Maine.
atic sea with a view to their purchase.
The Greek navy already had two former American battleships and experts

one

returned

from

GET

JOBS

have

_

TRENTON.
T. E. Darke left Saturday
A

daughter

born

was

Ralph Springer Feb.
All
heard

of

our

expect to

come

clean,

to

plain English; let

purified

none

were

of them

soon.

Copyright

im

R. J. Reynold#
Tobacco Co.

w

liiiiH*

the smokegame with

a

PLAY
pipe if you’re hankering for

jimmya

hand-

smokeappetite!
For, with Prince Albert, you’ve got a new listen on the pipe question
that cuts you loose from old stung tongue and dry throat worries!
Made by our exclusive patented process, Prince Albert is scotfree
from bite and parch and hands you about the biggest lot of smokefun
that ever was scheduled in your direction!
out for what ails your

Prince Albert is a pippin of a pipe-pal; rolled into a cigarette it
beats the band! Get the slant that P. A. is simply everything any
You never will be willing to
man ever longed for in tobacco!
once you get that Prince
the
slipped-on
up
sport

figure

Albert

you’ve
quality flavor and quality satisfaction into

You’ll talk kind words every time you get

on

your

smokesystem!

the firing line!

tin humt.
Toopv red bate, tidy red tint, handtome pound and half-pound
and—that claety. practical pound cryttal plate humidor with
dart
tobacco in tuch perfect condition.
tponge moiltenar top that heept the

R. J.

Reynolds Tobacco Company,

N. C.

Refuses to Raise Chicks.
Greenville, O.—There is a new allegation in an answer to a divorce petition filed in the county court here by
After denying all of
Ira E. Biekel.
the allegations made by his wife,
the
old
were
stereotyped
which
charges, Biekel comes back and says
his wife refused to "raise chickens or
do anything else that she ought to do
as a dutiful wife.”

a

W.

March 3.

NORTH BROOKLIN.
A monster

moose
has
been
roaming
the woods in this vicinity.
Freddie Cole who has
been
working
in a shipyard in Bath is
home for a

few

days.
Feb. 24.

Just let us prove it to you also. We know
FAIRY FOOT is an absolutely successful bunion
remedy, which not only relieves you iiwtantty
of all pain and inflammation, bot 1 iterator
melts away the bunion enlargement
Don't suffer any longer. Come today and get
a box of FAIRYFOOT.
Dse two plasters and
if you are not absolutely satisAed. retort) what
is left and get all your money back. We personally endorse and guarantee FAIBYFOOT.

Xenophon.
BAYSIDE.

George W. York spent
week in Machias.
William

Higgins

a

few

days

last

has returned after two

weeks’ visit in Eden.
W.

G.

Bowden and

v<!wr====^^-—

his

ALEXANDER'S PHAR3IACY
Ellsworth, Me.

hrotber

.-

Winnipeg.

Winnipeg, Man.—Allens were chased
about the city and forced to kiss the
Union Jack, an employment agency
smashed up and several companies
forced to promise that all aliens would
be discharged within three days by
Canadian soldiers just returned from
the front. They found their jobs filled
by aliens. One of the first plants visited by the soldiers was that of the
Swlfe Canadian company at Almwood,
After a near-riot they were
a suburb.
promised that the aliens would be discharged within three days. The guarantee was given by the manager of the
plant, the mayor and General Ketchen,
The
who were called to the scene.
men then split into detachments, visited many other establishments, enforcing similar demands. Whenever
an alien was seen by the soldiers he
was chased and forced to kiss the flag.

call

one.

Canadian Soldiers Just Returned From
the Front Cause Excitement
at

us

Jwa(&e0cmex(aH
CuA£c(f.

Mr. and Mrs.

but

talk

spade.

If Mi o-na fails to relieve your indigestion,
rid you of dizziness, biliousness aud sick
headache, your dealer will cheerfully refund
your money.
If you want to make your stomach so strong
that* it will digest a hearty meal without
distress, and you want to be without that
drowsy, all tired out fee’ing, take Mi-o na; it
should give you prompt relief. For sal©
by C. E Alexander and all leading druggists.

26.

week,

home

us
a

Sour, Distressed
Few Minutes.

a
a

York to

for

boys of the A. E. F.

from last

Purify

Your food ferments and your stomach isn’t
strong enough to digest the food you put into
it, so the food sours and forms poisonous
erases, and when ic does leave your stomach
it has not furnished proper nourishment to
the blood, and has left the stomach in a filthy
condition.
Take Mi-o-na stomach tablets if you want
to change your filthy stomach to a
healthy,

work.

Cant

ROUT ALIENS TO

Stewart

Hampshire, whejre

New

they went last week to look up a farm.
They found the farm they want, and expect to occupy it by the middle of March.
Feb. 24.
S.

—

in the service favor a further augmentation of the fleet with Amerlcaq
craft.
A fleet of 36 chasers was sent to the
Adriatic to co-operate with the cruisers
Olympia and Birmingham and
eight destroyers in carrying out America's role in the execution of the provisions of the armistice with Austria.
Tile chasers are now at Malta for overhauling. but in the meantime' the
Greek government Is making overtures
for their purchase.
These proposals
may be entertained, ns the close of
the war makes It probable that there
will be little further need of the chasers, which are particularly suited for
navigation in shallow waters like those
of the Greek archipelago.

of the vacancies.

Paul and Cecil

William

Let

spade

and William
Young
Saturday from Portland where
tney have been on a tug. Norman Bridges

came

to

Stomach iu

Mrs. Young’s parents.
Robert Munro has again been appointed secretary for Scotland by PreHe occupied the
mier Lloyd George.
same post in the Asquith cabinet.

INDIGESTION.

where he

com; a.

UnlonJ

DO AWAY WITH

family

his

Siding

from Goodwin’s

has been

jj 'Vtilrrn Newspaper

visited

house for my
raise chickens.

breakdown,

CHARLES E ALEXANDER, Druggist, and Druggists Everywhere

G.

Cyrus Brown of Camden
Mrs. D. W. Torrey last week.

nervous

ran-down, nervous, anaemic conditions, weak women, overworked men*
people and delicate children, there is no remedy like VinoL

Ethel Noyes is visiting
Mrs. Marshall Young.

REACH.

weekMrs.

Mrs.
*t

the

Harbor.

family of
I had a
I was unable
to work. The doctor did not seem to
help me, and a cousin asked me to
try VinoL It built me up—I now
have a good appetite and am well and
strong. —Mrs. Loyal Palmer.
three,

keep
and

feeble old

CRANBERRY ISLES.
end

Burdett, N. Y.
"I

North Penobscot.
March 3.
W oodlocke.

The community was shocked by the
death of Miss Cynthia Perkins, which occurred Feb. 24 at Washburn, where she
was
teaching. Death followed a short
illness of pneumonia.
Miss Perkins was
the eldest daughter of George Perkins of
this place, and a graduate of the Castine
normal school. She was twenty-six years
of age.
She leaves, besides her father,
three brothers and one sister.
Feb. 26.

Vinol is What You Need

home at

spent two days
last week at Penobscot with his sons Gage
and Dean. His daughter, Grace Limeburner, accompanied him.
Grindle

Feb. 24.

Fagged Out Women

Buy
a*

SUfELRe4
10 cent packet of
SUPERBA Formosa

a

or

Ceylon Orange Pekoe-

best suits your taste.

degree

You will find a highly gratifying
of cju*lit£in every cup—In the future you will no more
forget SUPERBA when buying tea,’ than
that the sun rises and sets./
Your dealer sell* SUPERBA
Teas)
and I lb. packets at popu*1
lar prices.
in X lb.

tioia»\
A

of

oil

when you will
thoroughly enjoy^SUPERBA Coffee and
canned goods.
season

seasons

WILLIKEN-TCT 'NSON CO., PortlwuJ,
Importers and Packer*.

Ms

Benjamin Franklin Welcomed Back io American
Soil in 1785 After Nearly Nine Years in France

SEVEN HUN SPIES TAKES CAMEL’S PUCE Interesting Case of Miss Bairtf
Modernized by Mo- Sick Four Years, Red Cross
Worker
SHOT IN BRITAIN Jerusalem Istortruck.
Tells How She Got Well
Another Was Hanged and Many
More Are Serving Prison
Terms.

TRICKED

Beasts of Burden

BY DETECTIVES

London.—In the possession of a
sergeant-major of the British military
foot police is a peculiarly made leather strap—or. rather, a series of straps
Madame
Tussaud's
—for
which
doubtless would ptiy a large sum of
money.
It is the strap with which German
spies caught in this country and condemned to death were fastened in a
special chair at the Tower of London
prior to being shot. Like a wise man,
the sergeant-major had the strap
made to his own design and paid for
It with his own money. It is to him
a priceless relic of the great war.
Germany’s vaunted spy system,
like the overboomed German navy
hardly realized expectations. There
were, it is true, a great many spies In
England, both before and after the
war acting on behalf of the kaiser.
Most of them were neutrals, and came
from
South
American
originally

freedom of the world—have been able
back a portion of the debt of
gratitude the United States has owed
nance the war for independence being
France since Franklin's day.
fought by the colonies, but more than
On Franklin's 213th anniversary.
that, by his -act, kindness of manner
Jan. 17. was launched the big 1919
and ability as a statesman succeeded
drive for the sale of War Savings and
in securing moral support for the co! Thrift
Stamps. Because he was the
onists’ struggle which was manifested pioneer of thrift and a man of great
The
Ameriby France in m..ny ways.
ability as well as a true patriot, the
can
people through a war for free- Government has paid him high tribdom greater than that being fought ute by placing his likeness on the 1919
while Franklin was in France—the issue of War Savings Stamps.
to pay

CHILDREN,

1. Do eliminate the “its" from life,
and instead build up thrift.

THRIFT AND

PATRIOTISM.

summing up the total
2. Don't quit saving and helping the ings Stamps activity in
government. You still have a pow.onal remarkable records made
obligation to assist in clearing the way. in the schools are shown.
Do buy wisely, save sanely, invest securely, and insist upon receiving
full value for every dollar expended.
3.

4.

Don't forget that you are your
own biggest asset, and that you can
capitalize yourself by saving.
6. Do have a personal share in your
country’s victory finances. You will
have more interest and be a better citizen.
*

5. Don’t sell your government
curities. They will mean more
you

se-

to

by-and-by.

7. Do have sufficient sand to hold
the slippery dollar.
g. Don’t forget that, although the
war is over, you owe everlasting gratitude to those who have fought and bled
for liberty.

Do join the “get-ahead” moveStart »ven with the new issue
of War Saving Stamps.
I
H
in. Don’t allow your thrift to become irksome.
Regard it as a business, which brings legitimate returns
through wise expenditure.

l

9.

ment.

11. Do increase your savings—not
tomorrow, or next day. but NOW.
12. Don’t fail to realize that thrift
is one of the great lessons taught by
the war, and that it must not be

neglected

or

forgotten.

13. Do resolve to stand back of the
American end of the peace table, with
heart, brains, encouragement, labor
and money.

In

of War Pav191S. some
by children
This means
not only a vast amount of present
help to the Government, but snug sutrs
of money for the children themselves
v.-San the slumps reach maturity. But
the prospect of financial gain, excellent
as it may be. is but a small asset when
compared with the practical training
in thrift and the lessons in genuire patriotism which the young folks have
received.
Parents have been accused, often
justly, of over-indulging the children.
and it is true that many children grow '•
to maturity with no conception of the
value of money until forced to earn it
for themselves.
Even then they are
ignorant as to how to apportion their
income, because untaught, and the
thought of contributing to the general
welfare does not enter Into such planning as they are able to do.
That “there is no loss without some
gain” is as true now as ever, and out
of recent conditions have come invallessons
uable
in
thrift. Patriotic
teaching too has been accelerated by
War
the
Savings Stamps. Thoughtfulness for the general welfare and
willingness to practice the utmost selfdenial in order to help and uplift, rep-1
resent the loftiest type of patriotism,
and these the children are acon^ng
through the medium of the tiny bits of
Government assurance which
purchased methodically, quickly grow into
the
more
valuable
War
Savings
1

Stamps.

tittle Thrift Stamps are laving
a brood foundation for American char14. Don’t set aside your newly ac- acter
upon which the years may build.
quired habit of thrift, but “carry on” It is cause for congratulation that they
with even more zeal and enthusiasm are to remain
with us. The children
than before.
we always hare, and the needs of the
IB. Do employ all practical means of Government are still greater.
Thera
stopping the useless small leaks from is no excuse for us if we neglect the
which
undermine
the
founyour purse,
opportunity to drive the lessons
dations of success.
home.
The

HOW MOVITZ HELPED WIN
TEE WAR.
Movitz is a name which indicates
that the diminutive individual who
bears it first saw the light in a land
which was ruled by an autocratic
ctar. but Movitz is a loyal American
now and eagerly doing his part to hold
aloft the torch of liberty. He goes to
school in a big New England city, and
one day he handed in the following
composition to his teacher:
"One day in August my eldest
brother came in the house with a book
in his hand.
He bad signed my name
and had given me a Thrift Stamp to
start with for helping him sell papers
Sunday. I read in the papers of the
German mustard gas and how many
American soldiers had beep gassed
I then made up my mind to try to run
errands and buy Thrift Stamps with
what I earned. The Germans launch
ed their last great drive when I had
five Thrift Stamps.
"One day after we had sold papers
for two hours I fell down and hurt my
ankle and I thought I would not be
able to sell pape s the neat week. But
I was very glad when I could run
* once again and
did not miss my
weekly stamp. It was but two more
weeks when I had fourteen stamps,
and two more were needed to make
a War Savings Stamp.
Here is how
I earned them in one week. Monday
I had earned ten cents, and it took till
Thursday until I earned five more
cents.

had

ten papers we
“Sunday
could not sell. My brother had gone
Into a house to s< 11 a paper when a
man came up to me and asked me
what I had. 1 told him and he handed
the price and took the papers.
me
Just as soon as my brother came up
be was so glad that be said he would
put up my pay and give me what I
Thrift Stamps.
needed to buy th
It
was just one mox.th before the end
at the war!"
we

A REAL PATRIOT.
“Uncle Sum’s War Saving and
Thrift Stamps are better than any
stock in the world," wrote a boy in the
eighth grade of a certain school in a
big New England city. "While the stock
is likely to drop and ruin the man who
fwns that stock. Uncle Sam's stamps
never fall but gain steadily.
They
are bet'er than any bank, for the banks
are liable
to fail while the stamps
never fail.
"Here are some ways for people to
save.
For adults: stop buying trash
that is no good for any one; stop going
to foolish places as moving
pictures
and theatres unless some historic play
is at that theatre or
picture house. Eat
| only nutritious food.
“For children: girls can earn money
by doing sewing, washing dishes, and
doing other domestic works.
“For boys: boys can earn
money in
a dozen
different wavs. Here are a
few. Shoveling snow, sifting ashes,
doing domestic work, doing odd jobs,
running errands, ant* putting ashes on
: slippery sidewalks.
“Now here are a dozen different
I
ways to make money for adults and
children. Being thrifty is one of the
best habfts that any man, woman or
I
child can learn. A boy or girl learning to save by buying War Savings and
Thrift Stamps will later on in life keep
up the habit and not spend money
foolishly. If the American people
1 could be thrifty while the war lasted,
j they can keep It up for a few years
more. There are a few people who
go
around talking about what they would
do If they were a soldier.
You can put
a spoke in their wheels if
you ask thenif they were thrifty and saved fool
The answer ninety nine cases out of s
hundred will be ‘No.’ Then they wit:
slouch away grumbling somethin
| about 'can’t afford to buy stamps
j Most of these boasters are good-fot

j

I

nothings. So—Buy, Buy.
your pocket is empty.”

Buy

unit

The British secret service resembled its magnificent navy. It did its
work as silently ami effectively, and
the necessary r. licence observed as to
Its doings contributed very materially
to the discomfiture felt by the German government owing to the misleading information which "fell” into
German hands.

will see names of well-known I-ondon
This has aroused the local
firms.
shops to a kind of competition, nnd all
kinds of Important §igns over small
shops, with hardly anything to sell, an“The Provisions,” “The Upnounce:
to-date Hosiery and Dry Goods Store."
“The Manchester House,” and many
similar. It is doubtful If 5 per cent of
the prospective customers can read
the signs.

Mythical Barrage in Channel.
As

of fact, the naval intelligence department, under Hear Adniral
Hall, acting in conjunction
with the censor's department, provided false Information to the Germans,
in Instance being the mythical Strait
if Dover submarine barrage revealed
!)y Sir Roger Keyes.
a

matter

Nearly all Germany’s spies in this
country attempted to forward their
nformation by post.
But thanks to
the censor's staff it was rarely these
etters, even although written In inrisible ink, went undetected.
All spit's were not arrested imrneiiately they wore detected. The Brush secret service, ever considerate,
illowed them to send and receive letters and collect Information, but It reserved the privilege of opening the
ways and
correspondence h
Ing alterations lilo iy to be of mure
use to the allies than to Germany.
It is difficult to estimate the value
of the information obtained by this
method. The Hun, with his profound
disrespect for British finesse, probrliiy never will believe that Britain
could be guilty of such astuteness.
It is certain that Germany obtained
very little that was useful from her
spies in England. From the outbreak
of war the ports were too carefully
watched to permit of much leakage.
Up and down the east and southwest coasts of England were, however, many “hydros," palatial hotels,
built right on the sea, with large copper domes twinkling brightly for many
miles out at sea.
And the manager
was often a German.
Eight German spies were executed
in this country, while many more are
undergoing long terms of penal servitude. For obvious reasons the names
of many never were revealed.
The
Imperial government continued to
communicate with
them
blissfully
unaware that their agents had gone
to a bourne from which not even a
German spy returns. The British secret service kindly acted as the spy’s

need to

^

enough.*

fairii,

own

looking for another job.
Already In quite small towns you

states.
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News Manufactured So That
Germany Might Be Misinformed—
Spies Were of Very Little
Service to Germany.

While in France, Franklin succeeded
floating a loan to help fi

The case cf Miss G. I. Baird of 30 Glenvflie avenue, Allston, Mrs*., may bring
new bope and health to other sufferers

h»ve them tell me, far I know
feelings. I wouldn't h»ve believed
one could feel so much better
in
worms and do not
short titne.
who have stomach
I tell everyone I knn»- !
A
letter
front
cen’t
!
ia
the
matter.
give your medicine praise
Jerusalem.—The life of two periods, know what
distant by many centuries, seems to ! this sufferer tells the story:
had
“I have been sick almost two years,
flow along the roads that lead to this
four doctors with little or no relief. Some
undent city.
‘ of the doctors said 1 bad enlarged liver,
The camel, though he has done great
nervous indigestion, tco much acid in my
things for the British forces, is losing
1 was so tired in the morning it
his position as the main means of system.
seemed as though I could not get dressed
transport, and the natives driving their
and wet to work.
I was growing thin
camels carrying huge packs of Knstevery day, went from 138 to 111.
ern merchandise are passed by the big
**1 was so discouraged I didn’t know
engines of the evergrowing British w bat to do. One
night about three weeks
broad-gauge railway, at which the i ago. I
picked up a paper and saw your Dr.
stare
with opencountry people
True’s Elixir, Family JLaxative and Worm
Then along
mouthed astonishment.
Expeller, advertised. 1 made up my mind
will come an Assyrian or an Arab on
1 had worms and tbe next duy bought a
his donkey or mule, his wife walking
small bottlejof Dr. True’s Elix r and took
behind and carrying a great pack on three
teaspoonfuls until 1 baa taken tbe
head.
In
her
this way they transport bottle.
l
much stuff for many miles. Now they
“I was| surprised at* the result, pinare smothered In dust from the great
worms, some a finger long, so much slime,
quantity of motor transport on the some that looked as though it was just
roads.
the skin of worms. The day before I took
The five barley loaves and small l)r. True’s Flixir I thought 1 should go
fishes still have to feed a good many wild with the crawling in my stomach, 1
people in this country, and women could feel them. My stomach was sour
may still be seen grinding their scanty all the time and some davs 1 could cot recup of corn between stones, but now tain w hat 1 ate, while other days' couldn’t
with the Introduction of good seed the keep apythinyon my stomach. 1 coughed
country already Is showing signs of m> just the minute 1 went to bed some
The medicine mentioned In the abort
vast
improvement. Cotton Is still nights I would not sleep more than one or letter is made t>< I
J. K. Tru * Co
two hours.
The second dose stopped the
made up into rough mnterlal In a
Maine.
,i called Ur.
Auburn,
Trots
crawling and the second night I didn’t Klixir. the Far,
•> Laxative and Wnrg
primitive method on a kind of bow. eoogb.
On s
rv a here m-niria.
“1 feel like a new person; all my friends Kxpeller.
With the new opportunities now openis sold. Keeoinmendtd by tnanvdrugim;,
so much better, but I don’t
who have U“"d it in their
ing up the old spinner Is likely to be aay|I. Jo^k

False
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Are Smothered in ;

Dust of Speeding Automobiles.
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COUNTY NEWS

that

Hoy

Hh'

is
home
from Pori land,
been employed.
Samuel H. Goss if at home, after spending a few months in Boston.

Small

is

Mrs. Melvin Thompson of Deer Isle is
visitirg her daughter, Mrs. Cal lie Weed,

TELLS OF FALSE DIAGNOSES

male-j

deputy.
Executed in Tower.
The execution of these spies Is naturally an unpleasant subject, but none
the less interesting. After the secret
trial and condemnation to death the
spy was taken to the tower, there to
await the dread summons in the early
hours of the morning.
Taken from
his cell by a party of military police
the spy was strapped to a chair in a
quadrangle of the tower. There, facing him, about ten puces distant, was
a firing party, usually eight men, from
the battalion of guards on duty at the
time.
A low Instruction from the officer
In command to aim at the heart, a
sharp order “Fire 1” a burst of flame,
and the crack of eight rifles had ended the career of another of Germany’s
tools.
One spy was hanged at Wormwood
Scrubs prison; seven others were
shot.
The hanging cost about $100,
and, coming to the conclusion that it
would be Just as effective, to say nothing of considerably cheaper, it was
decided to shoot all spies at the tower.
Eight cartridges at three cents
each was a much more appropriate
valuation of a German.
Of the female spies much doubtless will be written by fiction writers
of the future. Like the men, they succeeded in getting comparatively little
information of value out of the country. Most of them, neither young nor
beautiful like the spy of the story
writer, are languishing behind prison
walls and will remain there for some
years to come.
Brit.sh chivalry forbade their execution.

his wharf in

Doctor

Jackson
stances

Says

Foreign

Sub-

Often Misled

Physicians.
Atlantic City, N. J.—Many physicians were misled by the presence of
unsuspected foreign substances in
lung cavities and rushed patients to
California and other distant places to
recover from purely imaginary tuberculosis, declared Dr. Chevalier Q.
Jackson of Pittsburgh in an address
before the American Roentgen Hay society at the Hotel Traymore. He advocated that persons believed to huve
bronchial affections should submit to
the Roentgen ray at least once a year.
In a resume of doctors’ errors. Doctor Jackson told of the discovery of an
inverted staple in a man who had been
under treatment for tuberculosis for
18 months, end of the finding of the
top of an atomizer in a patient who
had spent much time in California. He
said that the rays had discovered an
umbrella tip In the body of a daughter
of a physician after the girl had been
an invalid for six years, of the location
of a six-penny nail which caused “unmistakable symptoms” of tuberculosis,
und of the finding of tacks which also
confused the diagnosticians.
ur. i tmries a.

Waters, United States
army medical corps, declared that
thousands of American soldiers had
been saved in France by the use of the
most modern methods of locating bullets and shell splinters. He declared
that speed by the American surgeons
also saved many lives and declared
that when the marines stopped the
Germans
at
Chateau-Thierry, the
American surgeons passed wounded at
the rate of 250 every day.

the Central

Thisfstund

store block.

by John H. Simpson

ill

w

be

occupied

wholesale and

a

as

grocery

retail fish market.
An observant citizen remarks that ten
families have mewed back to town after an

few* months"by

a

|
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SOUTH BROOKS VILLE.

Opt. Herbert U. Black,
at

home

DISTRICT

IS

RUINED

the return of

many'more.

Mar. 3.

morning tv j
a:

j

Taken by German* Shorn
of Barges and Precious

Machinery.
Washington.—Before the war Courtral was a center for the production
of flax of European Importance, and
the city harbored for this purpose a
large English and Irish colony. Now
the whole flax district Is ruined. The
large barges In which the flux was put
to rot in the Lys were sold by the
Germans as firewood much below their
value.
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vacation, UU this
schooner Oik W ods,

short

a
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Fairbaven, Maas.
Elmer Orcutt and Joe La ’.d

at home

are

from Bath.

Mias Laura E. Hutchins of
visit i me

her

Hutchins,

w

Warren

ho ia

seriously ill.
Newman, who has been here

Arthur E.
the

U

BoMon

Mrs.

sister,

jiast season, has returned to BumjAia

island.

Eugene C. Black is very ill.
C.

March 3.
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George,

of Samuel

sou

place, who

has

overseas,

ill

Miss

is

Hilda

tending

in

a

Leonard of this
in

been

naval

service

New York hospital.

Smith, who has be n atNortheast Harbor, was

school at

obliged to return home before the dose
of the term o* ing to ill health.
Friends of Merritt T. Ober and wife of
Northeast Harbor sympathize with the®

Electricians are at
installing wireless.

U.

Mrs.

GOTT’S ISLAND.
There

entertainment at the
Bcboolhouse Saturday evening in honor
of Leslie Morrill, who is visiting friends
here.
Mr. Morrill enlisted in the merchant

was

an

marine

and

has

been

Joseph

her
ing
Dolliver.

Muse of Rockland

in vail-

Mrs.

G«o*f»

sister-in-law,

Benjamin Dolliver

has

into the home of the
owned

now

radio static®

the

by

bis

moved bin family
James Fernali,

late

sou

Waldioj.

overseas

Since the armistice was signed he
had employment in Bangor.
N. B. Trask and wife of Atlantic are
Charles
visiting their daughter, Mrs.

once.

has

Harding.
Mrs.

Morrill

of

McKinley

is

visiting her daughter, Mrs. Berlin Gott.
Elizabeth

Miss

Tuesday
se>

Peterson

evening.

entertained

Kefreshmeuts

were

ved.

Esther Moore, while roaming through the woods Sunday, found
ferns as green as in summer. Charlie Gott
found some pussy willow s in full bloom,
Feb. 14.
March 3.
Mrs. Chips, Jr.
Louise end

WEST SULLIVAN.
Dallas Newman

and

wife

eua.

Capt. Gardner Blake is spending
days at his home here.
Clark,

who has

and stone to

been

a

few

Sadie.

Feb. 24.

ASliVlcLE.
born to Mr. and Mrs. tVj®
Hammond Feb. 15 -'Elliott Orcutt.
W. M. Pettee has gone to Sandy P^Di*
A

sou was

employed.

Mrs. Emily Hill is making the Saudi?
the in*
school very
interesting
by
traduction of

PHOEBE*

the

nearly two years, returned home
Feb. 22, having received his discharge.
was overseas

about

six

Miss

months.

His

are glad to welcome him.
Minnie O. Bunker, who is em-

home.

Angus Milne, wife and son Wayne
guests of Mrs. Milne's parents,
Frank Leighton and wife, in Bangor last
were

week.

Mr. and

Mrs.

Leighton

story-telling period.

a

Feb. 24.
in

em-

Cecil Annia, wife and baby, who have
spent the winter in Portland, are now
with Mrs. Annia' patents, Mr. and Mr*.
Cnolen.

SEAL COVE.

army
He

where she has

Portland,

ployment.

where be is
home

are

from South Uouidsboro.

Wallace

SUNSET.
Boss Power* is at horre from Camp Dt*vLois Snowden baa resigned ber school

Lizzie

ployed in Augusta, spent the wee*-end at

Belgian City

on

reason

many friends

fLAX

«

in the loss of their oldest
daughter,
of Mary, who died at the Fairti Id sanamore work ana better wages elsewhere.
torium Feb. 22.
Tnis is a favorable report and it is earnestly
March 3.
G.
hoped that’business conditions here will
SEAWALL.
iprove to such an extent as to {warrant

"of

absence

1

of

rear

in

Lonia.

u

l**en taken ill at Bangor.
Dr. Hunt's bespits!, dl ot

hnd

March 3.

penters at work extending and enlarging

t

she

is now

pm

where he ha*

George H. Noyes, of Bowdoin college,
spending the week-end st home.

expecting her home Friday from «
Boston, were sorry to hear

week’s visit in

8TON1NUTON. t

*

Mrs. Minnie Chalmers and daughter
tlielr flocks, dressed In camel hair, and
nightly light their camp fires to keep Gene have gone to Boston for an iudtfinite
off the prowling jackals and hyenas. stay.
A supper was given at the Methodist
But in the future much of this rich
land, now practically barren, to likely larsouage Thursday evening, (or the bento receive the attention of the steam efit of the church.
tractor.
Friday evening, March 7, the senior
Altogether, with the present means clans of the li th school will present the
of transport by rail, the great improve- four-act drama, “Lost, a Chaperone.”
ment in the water supply and the
Parents and friends join in a hearty
rapid introduction of European meth- welcome home to Horace Stinson and
ods and customs, It may be hoped a Kandall (Bobbins, recently discharged
year or two of peace will change this from overseas service.
country Into a real "land of milk and
1). Jewett Noyes has had a crew of car-

honey."

were

Walls

Allen

of

Southwest

Harbor,

France, ',vti
*M§
relatives here last week.
Mr. Waif*
a
member of a California regiUitni,
in the field artillery most ol wdriving a tractor to the front-line treii--*
es.
He talks iuceres:ingiy of th«Kftl
struggle. He uas an honorable dischirg-*
*N’
Feb. 24.
recently returned from

returned

HANCOCK.

home with them.

rc

Among the Maine boys who nave
Dr. H. A. Holt returned Thursday from
arrived Lom overseas service
Waterviile, where he spent a few days cently
Pvt. Charles N. McLaue of Hancock,
with
his daughter Agnes, a senior at
hi* PareI,Ib*

C.C.I.
Mar. 3.

present is here visiting
F. W. McLaneand wife He has several
e*
cresting souvenirs from the battlenv
Pvt. McLane saw six months’ *cl1’
service with the 55th artillery.
at

Cne AxJe.

*

NORTH SEDGWICK.
P. Friend is quite ill.
Mrs. Eric Closson went to South Bluehill Saturday to visit her mother.
F.

The copper from the flax mills and
the other precious machines were
requisitioned. The soldiers were quarM. E. ^Gray and wile have moved into
tered in the factories and the celebrated “Lelcweerschen,” the plains on tb Pierce cottage.
which the flax was bleached, were
John Orcutt, jr mill move his family to
plowed and planted with tobacco and South Bluehiil this week.
potatoes. Many, indeed, of the fertile
A*.out f-18 was realized from the sale and
flax fields were turned over several hex
upper at the grange hall Thursday
times and many served as battlefields.
evening. The proceeds will be used toIt will be years before the fields bear ward a new stable at
the parsonage.
flax again.
Friends here of Mrs. Boy Allen, who

Mrs.

A U KORA.
Herbert Crosby of Bangor i*

ing here.
Miss
iast

Mildred Coombs visited in Ban-

week.

Lewis
*4th

an

Crosby

Miss Hester
school is

borne

*raJ

from

discharge.
Crosby of BaUg°r

spending

pa rents.
March

is

honorable

3.

the

week-end

wit

Jl'

